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1.0 Introduction / Background Information
Mpanda district is of one of the districts in Rukwa region and is located in the Western Rift Valley, stretches alongside the shore of lake Tanganyika and lake Rukwa and reaches inland up to the Ugalla river system.  The district covers 71% of the total area of Rukwa region which is 47,527Sq. Kms (4,752,700ha) of which 932,136ha is ideal for crop production, It endowed with natural resources that included 2,801,163.7ha under Forest reserve, 860,000ha  under Game Reserve, 168,400 ha is water bodies and the rest is used for  other activities.  
Mpanda district had a population of 412,452 and the population in the Town Council was 47,242 people (URT, 2002).  Mpanda town council has a total area of 97 square km. Out of these, 7,780 hectares or 75 % is suitable for agricultural activities, and only 25 percent of the land is cultivated.  The council is formed by 01 division divided further into 09 wards, 14 streets and 05 villages.   44.99% of population of Mpanda Town Council is employed by agriculture and 45.01% is employed by entrepreneurship activities including carpentry.  There are 31 carpentry groups operating in Mpanda town council but their contributions to the district or town economy and to the employment creation is not mentioned despite the fact that Mpanda district is well known as one of the main producers of good quality timber in the country.  Community needs assessment that focused on the carpentry groups indicated lack of capital and premises as the main problems facing the groups.  Further analysis indicated that capital is not a problem, the carpentry groups do not meet set criteria by financial institutions to qualify for loans.  Again the groups mentioned inadequate supply of quality timber as problem despite the 58.938% of Mpanda district which is forest reserve.  Again high deforestation rate attributed by tobacco and bio-fuel plant production in the district was observed and this is more likely to affect the sustainable supply of timber for carpentry activities and this will affect the sustainability of carpentry industry in the Mpanda town and Mpanda district at large.

1.1 Community Profile
The United Republic of Tanzania is located on the East coast of mainland Africa, just below the equator. With a total area of 945,037 km2 and a population estimated at 40,213,160 people (eNotes.com, Inc, 2011).  It is the biggest country of the East African Community.  The country is divided into different administrative levels. These include (from highest to lowest level) regions, districts, divisions, wards and villages (in some cases sub-villages).  Mpanda district is one of the three districts of Rukwa region and is located in the Western Rift Valley, stretches alongside the shores of lake Tanganyika and lake Rukwa and reaches inland up to the Ugalla river system. Characteristic for the area are mountain ranges and highlands separated by depressions, valleys and plains.
The district lies between latitudes 50 15 to 70 03’ south of Equator and longitude 300 to 330 31 East of Greenwich. It is bordered by Urambo district (Tabora) to the North Sikonge district (Tabora) to the East, Chunya district (Mpanda) to the East, Sumbawanga district (Rukwa) to the South – East, Nkansi district (Rukwa) to the South, Democratic Republic of Congo DRC to the West (separated by lake Tanganyika) and Kigoma district (Kigoma) to the Northwest. 
Mpanda District Council was re-established in 1984 after a series of landmarks that led to the enacting of Local Governments Act No. 7 (District Authorities) of 1982. Mpanda District covers 71% of the total area of Rukwa region.  The district has a total area of 47,527 Kms (4,752,700ha) of which 932,136ha is ideal for crop production, 2,801,163.7ha  is under Forest reserve, 860,000ha is under Game Reserve and 168,400 ha is water bodies and the rest is used for  other activities. 

Table 1.1: Land Allocation in Mpanda District







Source: Mpanda District Council, 2010 – 2013

 Mpanda Town Council was re-established in 1st July 2007 through Government notice No 136 of 29th September 2006 as per Local Governments  authority act 54-(1) (a)-(g) of cap 288, It is one of five councils comprising of Rukwa region. It covers an area of 97 km .sq. It is found within Katumba Plateau, which is among the 5 of the Agro Economic Zones of Mpanda District. It receives rainfall ranging from 1000 to 1200mm per annum, and temperature ranging from 27-30 degrees Celsius
1.1.1 Population
According to 2002 Population and Housing Census, Mpanda district had a population of 412,452 and the population in the Town Council was 47,242 people.  By 2010 the population was estimated to be 77,774.  Out of these 38109 were males and 39665 were females.  The growth rate is 3.6% per annum and population density is 4.5. Mpanda town council has a total area of 97 square km. Out of these, 7,780 hectares or 75 % is suitable for agricultural activities, and only 25 percent of the land is cultivated.
1.1.2 Administrative Unit
Administratively Mpanda district is being formed with seven (7) divisions, namely, Nsimbo, Inyonga, Mpimbwe, Karema, Mwese, Kabungu and Kashaulili which are further sub- divided into 34 wards, 2 refugees’ settlements and 124 villages. Mpanda Town council is formed by 01 division divided further into 09 wards, 14 streets and 05 villages. The council is surrounded by Mpanda District Council. The council is located about 240 kilometers from Regional Head quarter, Sumbawanga Municipal. The council is bordered by Kabungu division on the west, and by Nsimbo division on South, North and East.


Plate 1.1: Mpanda Town Council Boundaries
Source: Mpanda Town Council, 2008
1.1.3 Social Services
Mpanda district has 140 primary schools, and all schools are government schools.  There are 1299 primary school teachers and 79942  pupils and among them 40888 are males and 39059 are females.  The PTR is 1:65 contrary to the new circular which instructs the PTR of 1:45.  Secondary Schools are 21 in the district with 131 teachers. The number of students is 5983.  The TSR is 1:60 compared to 1:40 which is a new circular. The district has 1 Folk Development College and 1 Vocation Education Training college (VETA).  Folk Development College is based in Mpanda district council. 

Mpanda Town council by the year 2010 had only 10 Secondary Schools, of which 8 are Government secondary schools and 2 private secondary schools. The total enrolment in secondary schools in 2010 was 3592 in which 1635 are boys and 1957 Girls.  In Mpanda town council there is only vocational college VETA admitting students from Mpanda district and other districts surrounding Mpanda. According to Mpanda district strategic plan 2010 – 2013, there is a total of 6198 children who are not attending school. The district authority planned to incorporate them under COBET and ICBAE. 

Mpanda district has a total number of 54 health facilities including 1 hospital, 9 health centers and 38 dispensaries (Mpanda district Council Strategic Plan (2010-2013). In Mpanda Town Council there is a total of 7 health facilities among them 1 is a Government Health centre,  and owned by voluntary agency, 3 Private Dispensaries and 2 FBO. Mpanda District hospital is within the Town Council locality. Major causes of morbidity and mortality in Mpanda TC include Malaria, Clinical AIDS, Anemia, ARI and Diarrhea Diseases. Again, 72.9% of the population of Mpanda Town Council gets enough and safe water for drinking and domestic use and 37% of the population is leaving within 400meters from water sources (Mpanda Town Council, 2009).

1.1.4 Economic Activities
1.1.4.1 Income Generating Activities
The large population (85%) of Mpanda district is employed in agriculture activities and the rest of the people get their income from other commercial activities.  For Mpanda Town council, 44.99% of its population is employed by agriculture and 45.01% is employed by entrepreneurship activities.

1.1.4.2 Industries
Mpanda town council has two industries, one processing cooking oil and another one managed by Germany Company known as PROKON that produces soaps out of biofuel plants known as Jatropha.

1.1.5 Roads Networks




Table 1.2: Sources of Income – Mpanda Town Council  
List of Sources	Year 2009/10
 House rent  Godown 	2,795,000














Source: Mpanda Town Council, 2008

1.1.6 Power Supply and Communication
Mpanda district council has electric supply network and the thermal generators is only reliable source of electricity in Mpanda Town Council.  Telephone communication is also available.  The telephone network subscribers in Mpanda town council and other parts of Mpanda district include; TTCL, VodaCom, Airtel, Zantel and Tigo.

1.2 Community Needs Assessment
The definition of the community needs is relative and according to one federal expert, this is one of the major confusion in conducting community needs assessment.  Needs are defined personally and reflect the perspective of the person being interviewed, not the perspective of the total community. Hence the results of any needs assessment survey are time limited and consequently ephemeral (Burke, 1999). 
1.2.1 Rationale for Conducting Community Assessment
The main objective of carrying out community needs assessment is to assess the potential of carpentry works in the community and contribution of carpentry in the district’s economic development.  The researcher wanted to know which department of Mpanda town council is responsible for the carpentry group and the help extended to the groups to make them realize their potential and contribute significantly to the economy of Mpanda Town council and to improve the livelihood of their families. 

Mpanda district produces massively timbers from tree species locally known as “mninga” country wide known to produce high quality timber, but carpentry works are not given due weight and there is no recognized furniture centre in the town. The management of the carpentry groups could not explain why the the majority of people travel to other cities and town to purchase furniture which could have been produced by carpentry workshops in Mpanda.  This calls for assessment to know the problems facing the carpenter and their concern in the district and involve the community to propose a sustainable way of solving the problems facing them.

1.2.2 Objectives
This study aimed at achieving the following objectives; 
- To determine the economic potential and constraints facing the carpentry industry in Mpanda district.  This was achived through collecting information and data on the carpentry activities in Mpanda town, how the industry is recognized and supported by the district government authority and  problems facing carpentry.  To assess the potential of carpentry groups to access the microfinacial institution services especially loans.
- To develop strategy to improve working condions of the carpentry in the district.  This was achieved through; assessing the carpentry operating environment including the safety provided to the carpenter at different carpentry workshops, to assessed the waste disposal mechanism and how the carpentry affect the general environment and living conditions of Mpanda town community
-To determine the accessibility of local produced timber by the carpentry groups and the potential of sustainable supply of the products.  This was achieved through observing the general forestry management practices, collecting information on the availability of timber; assess the various activities implemented in the district, their impacts to the forestry and to the sustainability of carpentry activities.

1.2.3 Community Needs Assessment Questions
In this study, the following research questions were formulated and distributed to various carpentry groups to express their positions and the problems they are facing.

- Is the carpentry groups well managed and coordinated?  This question aimed at analyzing the formation of the groups, how are they managed and coordinated.  This helps to know who is doing what in the group and what support to be provided for groups to be effective and efficient.
- Is the carpentry workshop been supported by district authority in terms of capital or as guarantor for loan from financial institution?  This question intended to know how district authority recognizes the importance of the carpentry and its efforts to support the development initiatives of these groups in the community.
- Is the carpentry workshops management having necessary business skills to run the activities?  The researcher wanted to know if the carpentry workshop can be assessed by the financial institutions by looking at the records and ascertain the potential of getting loans or not.
- What are the main problems facing the carpentry workshop?  This question wanted to hear the carpenters on their own view the problems affecting their activities and recommend the practical solutions
- What are the working environments in which carpenters operate in?  The aim was to assess how the accidents affect the performance of the workers with eventual impact to the performance of the carpentry workshop. 
1.2.4 Research Design
Exploratory, descriptive, observational and investigative design was employed for the carpentry economic and environmental assessment as they enable detailed study of the problem.  The main intention of this design was to explore the relationship between expressed causes and present a problem solving to generate accurate, usable and representative information that express the real needs of the community.  The design also forms community commitment, enthusiasm and ownership of the information generated. Again it encouraged ownership of the project formulated from this process.  It also improved community altitude to express their problems, ownership of information generated, prioritization and ownership of the project resulting from the process employed.

1.2.4.1 Sampling Techniques
The sample was taken from Mpanda Town council in Mpanda district.  The study sample was made up of respondents from the pre-determined carpentry groups.  Stratified sampling (disproportionate) was used to get 21 carpentry groups out of 31 carpentry groups operating in Mpanda Town Council.  General survey was conducted on all streets of Mpanda Town and 31 carpentry groups were found operational.  Through discussion with Community Development Department officials, it was agreed that carpentry groups which have been in the business for two years and above should be given questionnaire form to fill in.  The reason behind this criterion was that carpentry group has operated for two years or more years had experienced different situations to provide relevant and valid details. Hence 21 carpentry groups qualified for the criteria set and were provided with questionnaire forms.  To select government officials, non-probability sampling in terms of judgmental or purposive sampling was employed to get the sample from the district and town council employees i.e. district forest officer, Town council community development officer, and VETA Training Coordinator.  This sample was due to the fact that it was a group which could provide reliable and relevant information on carpentry activities and associated environment within Mpanda town council.

For training, Community Development Officers of Mpanda Town Council was requested to select 10 carpentry groups and each group was advised by the District Development Department Officials to appoint three representatives (chairman, secretary and treasurer).  Hence 30 carpenters were invited by the Town Council Community Development Officer to attend the training.  

1.2.5 Community Needs Assessment Methodology
Overall, the study took a multi-methods approach to gather relavant information and the community to expose the real needs that need to be focused on. 
1.2.5.1 Literature Review
Information on carpentry was gathered through reading different literature and reports.  Although literatures and reports were found,  only small number specifically addresses carpentry in Tanzania, otherwise carpentry is just highlighted or mentioned.  The reports from different departments were visited to search relevant information especially on the number of carpentry groups recognized and operating in Mpanda town council, district and town council strategic plans, national employment policy, national youth development policy, Tanzania Development vision and national environmental policy in relation to micro – enterprises development and youth Development.  The collected information from the available documents provided a basis for linking the practices of various players, performance of carpentry groups and contribution towards improving the economic benefits of carpentry activities in Mpanda Town council.  

Mpanda District Strategic Plans were consulted to get information on the carpentry groups.  By this it was found out how the carpentry are rely recognized, supported and how little contributes to the district economy.  During the assessment visit, this information was supplemented by discussion with some group members which cleared the whole picture on how carpentry groups are recognized and supported by the district authority.  In order to get up to date information on the status, structure and management of the carpentry groups, the questionnare were developed and distributed to be filled by the groups.  The visit to the community development department (of Mpanda Town Council) and forestry department of Mpanda District Council) indicated existing links, cooperation and support carpentry groups receive from the district authority. 

1.2.5.2 Survey
Economic assessment was carried out with the aim of collecting community economic information concerning issues such as availability of timber, quality of timber available, technician recruitment for better production of furniture, loan accessibility and capital availability to support the carpentry activities.  The researcher’s interest was towards the potential of carpentry workshop in the economy of Mpanda Town Council and the obstacles against their development to realize that potential.  The carpentry workshops in Mpanda town were visited by CED student and held informal meetings with few representatives from carpentry workshops. Different community problems were raised but lack of capital and place to run activities were seen as the key problem and the carpenters wanted district authority’s intervention and support to solve their problems.   The carpenters mentioned that they have no financial capacity to register their carpentry workshops.

1.2.5.3 Observation
While conducting Participatory Assessment the research was observing the general situation of Mpanda Town council in terms of how the carpentry workshop allocated in different streets of Mpanda town, the noise created by the carpentry activities and disturbances to people in the street, the disposal mechanism for saw dusts, house planning, general garbage disposal mechanism, safe drinking water distribution system, potential of exposure of children and community at large to various diseases.          
1.2.5.4 Interview
The interview sessions were organized and conducted between researcher and the community development department officer of Mpanda Town Council and Mpanda District Forestry Department officer.  The intention was to look how the potential of the carpentry work is realized and any district support to boost the carpentry works in Mpanda town.  The objective of this component of the assessment was to get the list of all carpentry workshops registered and recognized by the district and any supports given to the carpentry groups. The above methodological approaches were used to acknowledge that carpentry groups in Mpanda Town council in Mpanda district of which 58.9% of the land is forest reserve, may contribute significantly to the economy of the district and create employment opportunities to the youth.

1.2.5.5 Focus Groups Discussion
Group members of two focus groups were requested to list all problems which are affecting their activities.  5 main problems were listed as follows; lack of capital, lack of working premises, high price of good timber, absence of good quality timber, and inadequate supply of timber in Mpanda town. Members were separated into two focus groups and each group was advised to rank the problem. The process was very participatory and research role was to guide the discussion processes in the groups and ensure the focus group members understand what to be done.  Again during focus group discussion, participants were advised to think on the viable strategy and help needed to improve the working condition of carpenters in Mpanda Town Council.
1.2.6 Data Collection Tools
Questionnaires (appendix I) were used to gather primary data from the carpentry groups.  A questionnare form comprised of thirteen questions were administered by the researcher in collaboration with the host NGO.  A total of 21 questionnaires were distributed to 21 carpentry groups. Both open and close ended questions were used to provide a room for some survey aspects to be critically analysed.  The aspect of problems facing the carpentry groups was given due weight. 
The questionnaires targetted the information about when the carpentry group or workshop was established, whether the carpentry group is registered or not, number of employees or members (gender wise), if there is any leadership established, education level of workers or group members, any technical training provided to the group, any support (i.e.loan or capital or training) given to the group by the district authority or any agency, if the carpentry group has tendence of producing income and expenditure statements and other records for its activities.  The tool also assisted in discovering the problems facing the groups, type and scope of services provided by the carpentry groups and to know the working environment of the workers. It was further supplemented by the focus groups discussion.   Various pictures were captured to document various observations.

 Secondary data was derived from different sources of information from natural resources department, community Development department and Mpanda district Council planning office / documents.   Lastly interview sessions were organized with Mpanda Town Council Community Development officers, Mpanda district forestry officers, NMB’s loan officer and VETA training coordinator to gathers relavant information partaining to carpentry groups operations in Mpanda Town.    

1.2.7 Data Analysis Methods
All data from the questionnaires was entered into SPSS 16.0. The programme was used to run different statistical procedures for analyzing the information. The Tables were drawn using descriptive analysis provision of the programme.   Descriptive analyses primarily include frequencies and percentages.  Qualitative analyses along with inferential analysis were also used.
1.3 Community Needs Assessment Findings
The findings were grouped based on the needs assessment methodology employed as follows:-
1.3.1 Findings from Secondary Data
Mpanda Town Council strategic plans indicate that about 45.01% of Mpanda Town Council population are employed in Entrepreneurship activities and the main constraint is low capital.  From the district’s statistics it can be concluded that carpentry activities have very low contribution to the overall income of Mpanda Town Council despite the number of carpentry workshop in Mpanda town and the availability of good quality timbers in the district 

1.3.2 Results From the Interview with District Authorities
During interview it was revealed that the natural resources (forestry) department of Mpanda District council was responsible for the carpentry groups before the establishment of Mpanda Town Council.  Since the inauguration of Mpanda Town Council, the groups are under Mpanda Town Council which has no any forestry officer to provide technical assistance to the groups. The researcher managed to get the list of the carpentry recognized by the forestry department and the list of the carpentry groups recognized by the community Development department of Mpanda town council. 

According to Mpanda District Forestry Office which provide technical advice to the carpentry groups, there 8 operational carpentry groups (7 registered and 1 not registered) in Mpanda Town while Community Development Department of Mpanda town council recognizes four carpentry groups.  The four groups registered by community development department sometimes received training and equipment support from SIDO. Both departments confirmed that the carpentry groups can not access loans since have no premises and have no reliable properties to be used as collateral for loan

1.3.3 Results From the Interview with National Microfinance Bank Officials
Many carpentry groups do not qualify for loans from NMB, the only bank operating in Mpanda district as on 31.12.2010.   NMB makes loans to individuals as well as groups of people and businesses in small enterprise to assist micro and small business owners to get their business off the ground.  Benefits of MSE loans include; applicant can borrow from TZS.100,000 to TZS 7.5,000,000.00, it provides sees money for working capital and business expansion, it is easy to obtain from the existing largest network of branches all of over the country, can be used for any business purpose provided it is official and licensed business, the product is obtained at low and competitive interest rates, and repayment period is up to 24 months to accommodate the pressures and needs of micro and small entrepreneurs in line with their cash flows and the operating procedure changes based on the economic situation of the country in particular year.

According to NMB policy, an individual or business or group become eligible for MSE Loans after fulfilling the following conditions; an applicant must be at least 18 years of age, at least 12 months experience in the same business, a business must have a steady cash flow, applicant or business must have proper recording system and also shows the capability of operating business profitably, applicant must have a premise (owned or rented) and the borrower must have business license/permit from local authorities in his or her own name among other conditions.  
Bank officials revealed that many carpentry groups in Mpanda town are managed by youth who have no reliable collateral, their business locations change frequently and become untraceable, in the past many carpenters were provided with loans by National Microfinance Bank but the rate of recovery of funds from the carpentry was very low and some carpenters moved to other town attributed by their failure to pay back loans to the bank.  Hence the bank lost trust to the carpentry groups, unless they change the model of operation, get common premise instead of scattering all over the town as it is now and become trustful. 

1.3.4 Results by Observations 
It was observed that there is no site earmarked and allocated for carpentry activities in Mpanda Town, hence the activities or carpentry workshops are scattered all over the town and are located in streets.  There are many by-products including saw dusts  collected and heaped in the streets (just between houses) and these has been nuisance to the people living within the streets with carpentry workshop.  Some workshops are operating around the clock hence lodging disturbances to the people and this has been the base of complaints from street dwellers. Again, it was vividly observed that carpenters do not put on working gears like overalls, mask to control dust, gloves to limit injuries due to exposure of hands to various electrical carpentry equipments.  

Solid waste disposal mechanism in Mpanda Town is weak to keep the town clean and free from various diseases outbreak.  There are many uncontrolled waste collection points in town from where waste are blown away and scattered in town and worse enough the waste collection points are located in the streets between houses.






  This situation was confirmed by data produced by Mpanda Town council and shared through Mpanda Town council Strategic Plan 2008 – 2013 that the council has poor services of collection of solid waste and the town is experiencing unplanned settlement.   






Table 1.3: Amount in Tones of Solid Wastes Produced, Collected, Number of Trips and Number of Households Serviced per Month and Year
Solid wastes produced	Quantity per year
Produced solid wastes (tones)	12775
Collected solid wastes (tones)	5475
Trips  (number)	1825
Households serviced (number)	9504
Source: Mpanda Town council, 2008 – 2013

The inability of Mpanda Town Council to collect the quantity of solid wastes generated in the month and in the year is clear in the streets where there are many unplanned solid wastes collection points as per Plate 1.4.

Again, poor solid wastes collection mechanism that exposed workers to various infections was observed by a researcher.  Workers were loading solid waste from the refuse bays by using poor equipments and they were not protected.  

Table 1.4: Number of Public and Private Solid Waste Collection Services in Mpanda Town Council in 2009/10 
Public and private solid wastes collection services	Public	Private
Vehicles for solid waste collection	01	00
Cesspit Emptier	00	00
Stations for Solid waste/garbage collection	10	00
Refuse bays 	49	01
Toilets	06	01
Containers, roadside bins etc. for storage of garbage	02	05
Source: Mpanda Town council, 2008


Plate 1.4: Unplanned Solid Waste Collection Point 
Source: Mudima, 2010
Again, the methods used to transport the solid wastes from the collection points to the dumping ground were not environmental friendly as a truck used was not covered to control the scattering of waste during transportation as indicated by Plate 1. 5.  Apart from poor solid waste collection mechanism that contributed to the poor health of the people, Service Delivery Survey conducted at Mpanda Town Council revealed that the health services delivered by 34.49% in the year 2010 ( Table 1. 5).  

Plate 1.5: Workers Loading Solid Waste into a Truck
Source: Mudima, 2010

1.3.5 Findings Through Questionnaire
The data collected through questionnaire indicated different situations facing the carpentry groups.
1.3.5.1 Gender Employed by the Carpentry Workshop in Mpanda Town Council
According to the research fingings, 100% of all workers employeed by the carpentry workshop are males.  Table 1.6 indicates the results.  The results are supported by the admission records at Mpanda Vocational EducationTraining Authority Institute which indicated that since the inauguration of the institute in 1989, no female was admitted to undertake carpentry and jointry course.
1.3.5.2 Registration Status of the Carpentry Groups 
Mpanda district forest officer and Mpanda Town Council community development officers were interviewed by a researcher to find out how many carpentry groups are operational in Mpanda town.  

Table 1.5: Accessibility to Health Services 
Types of Service	No. Received Service	No Of Respondents	%age Received Service
Child Immunization	529	750	70.5
Child growth Monitoring in MCH clinic	470	750	62.6








Ante-natal care for pregnant women	300	750	40
Dental services	153	750	20.4
Other services (mention)	14	750	1.9
Average Health Service Delivery  in Mpanda Town Council	34.49
       Source: Mpanda Town Council, 2008 





Table1.6: Gender Recruited by the Carpentry Workshops in Mpanda Town Council
		Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Valid	Male	21	100.0	100.0	100.0
Source: Research Findings, 2010
Through transect walk and observations, 31 carpentry groups were found operating in Mpanda town council, of which 21 groups were randomly sampled and were involved in providing information through questionnaire and focus group discussions.  9.5% of the respondents (i.e. carpentry groups) of questionnaire confirmed that are registered and recognized by the district authority and the data revealed that 90.5% of the assessed carpentry groups were not registered.






Source: Research Findings, 2010
1.3.5.3 Carpentry Leadership and Management System
The management of carpentry groups or workshops in terms of chairmanship, financial control, materials control system and production of income and expenditure reports were assessed through questionnaire.  The  collected data indicated that 57.1% of the carpentry groups have no treasurer or accountant to manage income and expenditure of the micro – entreprises.  This has contributed to the carpentry groups lack of income and expenditure reports which is significant element for easy assessment by the microfinance bank to ascertain if a certain carpentry group qualify for loan or not.






Source: Research Findings, 2010

The research revealed that not all carpentry groups have a leadership in place.  Some carpentry groups have appointed chairman to lead the group and some have no leadership.  The tenure of leadership is no specified.  71.4% of the groups that filled in questionnaires indicated that they have chairmanship while 28.6% indicated that have no leadership.  Again the findings of the research (Table1.11) indicate that 57.1% of the groups have group members appointed to take care for materials and the rest of the groups (42.9%) have no person identified for the materials management responsibilities.

The findings of the research indicate that many of the carpentry groups operating in Mpanda town have many problems which limit them to access the loans available at the Microfinance Bank. 






Source: Research findings, 2010






Source: Research findings, 2010

1.3.5.4  Problems Facing Carpentry Groups in Mpanda Town Council
The carpentry workshops operating in Mpanda town face various problems that hinder their significant contribution to the economy of the business owners and the district at large.  One of the main problems is lack of capital.  The research findings indicate that 100% of the carpentry group lack capital to support their activities.  Another problem facing the carpentry groups in Mpanda town is the working premises.  Most of the carpentry groups run their activities along the streets and between residential houses. 57.1% of the carpentry groups indicated that working premise is a problem.  Table 1.12 indicates the situation.   For the groups that indicated that working premise is not a problem, some have places earmarked for carpentry workshops and some have established workshop on non-official areas mainly along the streets and between residential houses the arrangement that inconveniences people in the respective streets as the carpenters sometimes operate during the night and cause noise pollution.






Source: Research Findings, 2010.
The carpentry groups indicated that good quality timbers are transported to other regions, hence the carpentry groups in Mpanda town uses poor quality timber in producing items.

Table 1.12: Are capital and Working Premise  Problem?
			Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Is the premise a problem?	Valid	Yes	12	57.1	57.1	57.1
		  No	        9	     42.9	    42.9	          100.0
Is capital a problem?	Valid	  Yes	        21	     100.0	   100.0	          100.0

Source: Research Findings, 2010.

  The research findings indicate that 95.2% (Table13) of the carpentry groups face difficulties in accessing good quality timber.







             Source: Research Findings, 2010

The absence of good quality timber in Mpanda town is attributed by the good products being transported to other towns in various regions of Tanzania.  This practice was confirmed by the members of carpentry groups in Mpanda town who indicated that good quality timber is transported out of Mpanda.  The research results indicated that 100% (Table1.14) of groups admitted that good quality timbers are transported out of Mpanda district.  

Table 1.14: Are Transporting Good Timbers Out of Mpanda, Inadequate and High Price of Timber Problems?
			Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Is good timber transported out of Mpanda	  Valid	Yes	  21	100.0	100.0	100.0
Are timbers inadequate to accommodate the needs	  Valid	Yes	  21	100.0	100.0	100.0
Is high price of timber a problem	  Valid	Yes	  21	100.0	100.0	100.0
Source: Research Finding, 2010
Apart from lack of good quality timbers attributed by their transportation to other towns, timbers available, which are not of the good quality or sometimes reject grades, are not adequate to accommodate the demand of the carpentry groups.  100% of the groups (Table1.14) indicated that timbers are not adequate.

Lack of good quality timbers and inadequate supply has contributed to the high price of the available timbers to the carpentry groups in Mpanda town.  The research findings indicated that 100% of all groups (Table 14) confirmed that price for timbers is high despite that Mpanda district is among the districts that produces high quantity of timbers in the country.

1.3.5.5 Working Environment of the Carpenters
Many carpentry workers are not using working gears and are exposed to accidents during work.  The research findings indicate that 61.9% of the carpentry groups confirmed that their workers get accidents in the course of work.  The rate of accidents differs from one workshop to another. 38.1% of the carpentry groups, the rate of accidents are more than 10 times and 38.1% of the carpentry groups do not experience accidents though workers do not put on working or protective gears.  Table1.15 indicates the responses on the rate of accidents from carpentry groups.









Source: Research Findings, 2010
During survey, it has been observed that workers do not put working gears to protect their health.  This situation has been certified by the answers given through questionnaire whereby 90.5% of the groups responded that workers do not use any protective gears, hence employees are exposed to dusts and risk to accidents is very high.  Table1.16 indicates the responses from groups.







Source: Research Findings, 2010

The Plate 1.6 indicates sawdust produced and heaped along one of the streets of Mpanda town. There is not technology to convert the sawdust into other products to contribute into economic development initiatives in the district. The sawdust contributes to problem of unmanageable wastes in Mpanda town.  Apart from this situation workers are not covered by health insurance scheme and not registered under any national security scheme. Table 1.17 indicates that carpenters are not covered by health insurance scheme and national security scheme.  Despite that workers are exposed to dusts and risks of accidents, the carpentry groups’ management are not responsible for the health of workers and carpenters are not insured in case of accident or when felling sick due to work.  Again, children use the sawdust heaps as the playing facility hence their health is exposed to diseases.

1.3.6 Environmental Assessment Results
Again, Mpanda district has experienced serious deforestation aggravated by the tobacco and bio-fuel plant production promoted in the area. Plate 1.7 represents many areas in the forests cleared for tobacco production.





Table 1.17: Are Carpenters Registered under Health Insurance Scheme or National Security Scheme?
			Frequency	Percent	Valid Percent	Cumulative Percent
Whether carpentry workers are registered under health insurance scheme	  Valid	No	21	100.0	100.0	100.0
Weather carpentry workers are registered to any  National Security Scheme	Valid	No	21	100.0	100.0	100.0
Source: Research Findings, 2010.
Again during dry season many parts of the natural forests are set on fire.  The deforestation and bush fire burning are more likely to affect the potential of natural forest in Mpanda district with eventual negative impact to the sustainable supply of timber which are important supply to the carpentry industry in the district.  Plate 1.8 indicates fire burning in Mpanda forests.

Plate 1.7: Deforestation in Mwese Forest for Opening up Farms for Tobacco Production 
Source: Research Findings, 2010

For two year (2009 and 20100 the district received support from UNHCR and raised a total of 1,274,000 tree seedlings in four central tree nurseries located in four divisions of the district.  Tree seedlings were distributed and planted by community in their villages environmentally affected.  Reports do not indicate the survival rate of the planted tree hence it was difficult to confirm if the impact of the tree planting was achieved.  Again fire burning is the common practice in the district and planted trees are more likely to be affected.

Plate 1.9 indicates one of the four tree nurseries established by Mpanda district authority under UNHCR support.   A total of 1, 274,000 tree seedlings were planted in different villages of Mpanda district to replace some trees cut by farmers to open up tobacco farms, illegal lumbering, charcoal burning and establishment of new villages attributed by immigration of cattle keepers from other regions in the country to the district, but there is no report indicating the survival rate of the planted trees.  


Plate 1.8: Fire Burning in Mwese Forest
Source:  Research Findings, 2010

The impact of tree planting on the improvement of vegetation covers and enrichment of forests in the district was not clear.
1.4 Community Needs Prioritization / Leveling of needs
Two focus groups were formed.  One focus group had 14 carpenters represented five groups and another focus group had 16 carpenters who represented five groups.  The main objective of the focus group discussion was to prioritize the problems and agree on the possible project to implement.  
 
Plate 1.9: Tree Nursery Established to Provide Tree Seedlings to the Community
Source:  Relief to Development Society, 2010

The useful strategy employed during Focus Group Discussion was to list all problems that were mentioned through questionnaire and asked them to rank the problems in terms of level of impacts to their activities and development.  5 main problems were listed as follows; lack of capital, lack of working premises, high price of good timber, absence of good quality timber, and inadequate supply of timber in Mpanda town.  Then members were separated into two focus groups and each group was advised to rank the problem.

The process was very participatory and researcher role was to guide the discussion processes in the groups and ensure the focus group members understand what to be done and remain focused. Focus groups appointed chairmen of the groups and somebody to write on the flip charts on the consensus.  Table 1.18 indicates the results of two focus groups discussions.

The results by focus groups discussion support the findings from questionnaires and interviews. Lack of capital and lack of working premises are main problems indicated by the carpentry groups through questionnaires.  The same problems were cited by the community development officer and forest officer.  Again focus groups discussion results confirmed the results gathered through interview and questionnaire.

Table 1.18: The Results of Focus Group Discussion – Problems Ranking 
Problems facing carpentry industry in Mpanda town	Ranking / prioritizing by focus group I	Ranking / Prioritizing by focus group II
Lack of capital	1	1
 Lack of working premise	2	2
High price of timber	3	3
Absence of good quality timbers	5	4
Inadequate supply of timber	4	5
     Source: Research Findings, 2010
	
1.4.1 Solutions Proposed by the Carpentry Groups on Indicated Problems 
During group discussion, a number of solutions were proposed by carpenters to address problems facing them.  The interventions proposed include:-
a. Carpentry groups to get loans easily.
b. Government to allocate land plot for carpentry activities. 
c. Carpentry groups to be given preferential treatment to supply furniture needed by the government department in the district.
d. Forestry department to provide carpentry groups permit to harvest timbers from the forests.

After consulting different stakeholders, it was found and proved that capital is not the problem but symptom of problem.  What limits the carpentry groups to access loans is the failure to meet the criteria set by the financial institutions or loan providers which include permanent premises or lack of collateral normally immovable property, lack of business transactions records which is one of the tools help the financial institutions to assess the groups business if is profitable or not and judge fairly if the business is worthy for loan.  Hence the community was made aware of the real problem and agreed with the proposed training which is business training, groups’ organization and coordination, and support to get land plots for their activities which are the main criteria to access loans.

1.5 Conclusion
There are 31 carpentry groups operating in Mpanda town.  The Community Needs 




2.0 Background to Research Problem
 Mpanda District is one of the areas known to produce high quality and big quantity of timbers known locally “mninga” in Tanzania.  Carpentry activities which depend on the availability of timbers are not pronounced in Mpanda district despite the district being the high producer of timber. Based on the information provided by the groups that responded to questionnaire, lack of capital was ranked as the main problem facing the carpentry groups in the district. This situation is confirmed by the NMB’s loan policy, through which it was inferred that many groups did not qualify for loans.   NMB makes loans to individuals as well as groups of people and businesses in small enterprise to assist micro and small business owners to get their business off the ground provided an applicant fulfils condition set by the bank.  Again the district authority has no strategies developed to support carpentry activities to contribute significantly in the district economy and promote their economic development.  High quantity of quality timbers are not easily accessible by the carpentry groups as is taken out to other towns and cities, and small quantity remaining in the district become expensive to access and this limits the carpentry groups to produce h and boost their economic development potentials.  The poor performance of carpentry groups has negative effects to the community especially in terms of demoralizing the efforts towards self-employment of youth, poor contribution of carpentry activities to the district’s economic development efforts, less tax collection from carpentry groups due to low income and lack of groups’ economic activities records including financial information,  low contribution of forestry industry to district economic power by selling high quantity of timbers which attracts low income compared to wooden processed products which attract financial returns and empower district authority to provide good services to the community.  The carpentry groups are scattered all over Mpanda town whereby the by-products including saw dusts are scattered all over the area and contribute significantly to the existing problem in Mpanda town of poor waste management. This trend causes the carpentry industry to be labeled as problem instead of blessing to the community.   

2.1 Problem Statement
Hundred percent of the carpentry groups in Mpanda town face difficulties in accessing loans from micro-finance institutions operating within and outside the district.  This has been attributed by lack of income and expenditure reports which is important tool for loan eligibility assessment by the any financial institution.  71% of carpentry does not prepare financial status reports. Again the majority of the carpenters, their level of education is standard seven and received on job training to become Para-professionals.   Un-access to loans by carpentry group is aggravated by the lack of premises whereby carpentry activities are regarded as the unreliable and unsustainable activities in the community.  Hence un-access to loans facilities is a symptom of the problem.  This situation has affected carpenters such that fail to generate high income out of their activities, do not contribute significantly to youth employment creation, group members’ economic development and to community economic development.  Lack of intervention will lead to youth un-employment and poverty in the community.  Despite Mpanda district being one of the main producers of high quality timber “mninga” carpentry activities do not echo that situation.  Hence capacity building training is designed to support the carpenters’ business skills and ensure sustainability of their activities.
2.2 Project Description
There are 31 carpentry groups operating in Mpanda Town.  The study indicated that 57.1% of the groups that filled questionnaires indicated that have no their groups have no accountants or treasurer and 71.4% of the groups admitted that do not prepare income and expenditure reports for their activities. The capacity building on business skill for the Carpentry Groups training will be organized targeting 30 carpenters representing 10 carpentry groups. The requirements the project is venue, facilitators’ allowances, stationeries, handouts, food and refreshments.  One day training jointly planned and will be facilitated jointly by the government officials from the relevant Mpanda Town Council’s departments, Loan Officer from National Microfinance Bank and the MCED student who will coordinate the activities.  The training scheduled to be conducted at Mpanda District Council’ conference hall in Mpanda town. The project expect to link the carpentry groups with the relevant departments for future support, to impart business management skills to the carpenters, to understand the procedure on how to access loans from microfinance institutions including national microfinance bank, the opportunities and provisions available in Mpanda Town’s master plan for small industries including carpentry activities, groups formation, management and coordination.  Involvement of government departments from planning to the implementation will make the project more sustainable.

2.2.1 Target Community
The project focuses on the carpentry group members operating in Mpanda town. All carpenters operating in Mpanda town are males only.  The 95.2% of targeted communities their level of education is primary school and 4.8% is secondary school.  The carpentry activities have created jobs in the community especially for the youth, though their economic contribution was not established and there is no any study on that aspect.  The representative of carpentry groups will be trained on business skills including financial records keeping and financial reports preparation.  

The groups’ chairmen, secretaries, accountants or treasurers or group member responsible for materials control will be invited to the training. Each group will present the current procedures in place to keep group’s financial information and difficulties faced by groups in preparation and presentation of financial reports for groups’ activities.  The group members will be trained on simplified financial reports preparation, ledger preparation and maintenance, materials management – storage and issuance.

2.2.2 Project Stakeholders
Economic Development of carpentry groups need joint efforts by different stakeholders.  The players will participate in project formulation and implementation.

2.2.2.1 Community Development Department
 This is the District Authority responsible for youth group’s development.  The unit will play the big role in the project especially to empower the groups on the importance groups, to facilitate group’s registration and recognition in the district, group constitution development and available opportunities for groups.
2.2.2.2 District Forestry Unit under Natural Resources Department
The unit will present the forestry status in the district to the groups and educate them on how to apply for timber harvesting permits and the fees required according to the land law governing the natural resources harvesting from the designated areas. Again the groups will be educated on the effect of illegal lumbering and associated punishments.  Give advices to the groups on the way to participate on sustainable forestry management in the district.

2.2.2.3 National Microfinance Bank Branch in Mpanda Town
The bank is concern with group’s potential and reliability for loans products available to support their economic activities.  During training, its role is to educate the groups on the criteria set for a group to qualify for a loan and explain groups’ weaknesses that need to be rectified in order to qualify for loan product available at National Micro-finance Bank.

2.2.2.4 Land / Town planning Unit of Natural Resources Department
The department to allocate a land plot for carpentry groups premises to avoid having groups scattered all over the town.  This will be easy for groups’ management, assistance and services delivery. This should be considered for effective and efficient town planning efforts.   

2.2.2.5 District Planning Unit
To incorporate the carpentry development plans into the district strategic plan and look for development partners to support the carpentry groups.

2.2.3 Project Goals in CED terms
Capacity building of carpentry groups in Mpanda Town on business management for their economic development.

2.2.4 Project Objectives
- To train 30 people representing 10 carpentry groups at Mpanda Town on business skills by June 2011.
- To establish the coordination mechanisms between different district authority departments for carpentry development in Mpanda town.

2.3 Host Organization Profile
2.3.1 Introduction
The host organization was REDESO.  This is a national non- governmental organization that was registered in 17th June, 1998 under the society’s ordinance 1954.  From 13th May, 2005 the organization was duly complied with the terms and conditions of NGOs under NGOs Act, 2002. Therefore the organization operates in the mainland Tanzania in accordance with its governing constitution.  
2.3.2 REDESO vision and Mission
Vision Statement: A community where vulnerable people have access to equal opportunities and empowerment.

Mission Statement: REDESO strives to promote sustainable development to vulnerable communities through capacity enhancement.

2.3.3 Organization Goals
 The organization intends to achieve the following:- 
-   Promoting sustainable environmental management practice; 
- Promoting economic and social wellbeing of rural and urban vulnerable communities; 
-  Providing relief service to victims of natural and man - made disasters 

2.3.4 Organization’s Operations and Funding Situation
The REDESO Head quarter is in Dar-es-salaam Kinondoni plot No. 40 Block 41. Other branches have been located at Kibondo, Kasulu, Kigoma, Ngara, Handeni, Mpanda, Tabora and Mwanza.  Since its inception to 2010, the organization has implemented various programmes funded by UNHCR, UNICEF, DANIDA, CONCERN, GFA-Media, CAFOD and WFP. Programme funded include; education, environmental management, sustainable agriculture, refugee hosting areas rehabilitation, SGBV, firewood distribution to EVIs, vocational skills training, Savings and Credit Scheme, gardening, Refugees’ Humanitarian Assistances, constructions and water projects.   These programs have been implemented in refugees’ areas as well as in local communities (Appendix ii).

2.3.5 REDESO SWOT Analysis
This section indicated the capableness of the REDESO to successfully carry out the activities and for the sustainability of the organization and interventions.  The analysis focused on eleven aspects indicated on Table 2.1.

2.3.6 The roles of MCED Student and REDESO in the project
During project planning and implementation, the role of the MCED student was to coordinate all activities, establish link with other stakeholders, raise funds and ensured all activities are done as per plan.  The REDESO as host organization was a guarantor and provided spaces for different meetings.  The goals of the organization include promoting sustainable environmental management practice, and promoting economic and social wellbeing of rural and urban vulnerable communities.  The project contributed to the goals of the organization hence a consultative role was played by the organization.

Table 2.1: Results of REDESO’s SWOT Analysis
	Element 	                         Strengths	                         Weaknesses
1.	Vision, mission and goals	The vision and mission are well defined and correlates well.Vision and mission are well understood by some stakeholders.The goals are to some extent well articulated and in line with the mission.	Both vision and mission not well known to some of the staff.Goal number three is too general and hence the difficulty in developing clear strategies.
2.	Structure and roles	The structure of REDESO is well defined and functional at field level.The organization has an organizational chart for reference and working purposes.The roles are clearly spelt out and understood by staff	The function of resource mobilization and or fundraising is not reflected and hence not provided for in the structure of the organization.
3.	Programs, systems and procedures	REDESO has 10 years experience in development and relief work.To a good extent systems are in place and procedures are adhered to	Procedures are not well known to lower level employees.There is no well defined reporting system, and the organization does not have a consolidated annual report.The project approach still predominate the functions of the organization.
4.	Management and leadership style	Management and leadership styles are democratic and participatory.Key decisions are done through meetings and consultations.	There is weak downwards feedback mechanism between the board and staff. Decisions not shared to all levels.
5.	Values	REDESO has values that are shared by all staff.	The values are not known by stakeholders of REDESO outside the staff and board.
6.	Physical resources/assets	REDESO has some resources including buildings, vehicles, furniture, office equipment and machines as well as land.	Some offices are rentedMost of the vehicles are old.No title deeds for land owned by REDESO.
7.	Activities/services	Implement services around training, tree planting agriculture fertility management and SACCOS Provision of high quality services over a wide geographical area. 	There is over emphasis on exotic trees.Project activities cannot support REDESO as an organization.Not all beneficiaries are reached by the services.
8.	Human resource	The organization has adequate human resource in accordance to the establishment.The staff is reasonably competent to handle its functions.Human resource management guided by the Human resource manual.	There is a problem of staff retention due to inadequate resources.Staff availability is pegged on projects.
9. 	Reward system and motivation	There is system of rewarding the employees of REDESO partly explained by the human resource manual.There is a friendly working environment,	Inadequate resources to back the system so as to give reward staff equivalent to what is paid by other organizations in the environs of REDESO.
10.	Accountability	The organization is accountable to government, donors and the beneficiaries.	Tendency for accountability to be more inclined to donors compared to other stakeholders.














There are various policies developed by the Tanzania government targeting the small and medium enterprises development but still there are no significant progress and the small and medium enterprises have not come up with the intended results. Again, various financial institutions especially microfinance institutions have microfinance development policies especially a product (i.e. loan) to increase capital to support the economic development activities run by small and medium enterprises but lack of capital still ranked higher as the main problem facing the small industries.  According to Bayadi (2009) local carpentry industry operates with inadequate capital base, poor skills and technology which cause production of relatively low quantity and quality of products.
3.1 Theoretical Literature
3.1.1 Business Training and its Importance to Business Development
Entrepreneur is defined differently by different authors.  “Entrepreneur means someone who “undertakes,” not an “undertaker” in the sense of a funeral director, but someone who undertakes a significant project or activity. It is used to identify the venturesome individuals who stimulated economic progress by finding new and better ways of doing things (Dees, 1999).  Again entrepreneur is defined as an individual who establishes and manages a business for the principal purposes of profit and growth. The entrepreneur is characterized principally by innovative behavior and will employ strategic management practices in the business (Gartner, 1988).  
 
Businesses recognize the value of training as an investment in organizational well-being (Banks et. al., 1987).  Business training supports entrepreneurs to reduce the costs and learn what he/she should and how to do thing.  Again business training helps to learn from experts and get relevant advice to the business.  Industry standards are constantly changing, particularly in the world of marketing.  Everyday new trends emerge so it’s important to keep up with what’s going on. Business training is a great way of getting up to speed and quick.  It is important also to understand that the training helps in networking.  During training, business people or people aspiring for businesses get an extra opportunity to promote services in a business environment and leave ready to give business the kick start (Claudia, 2011).
3.1.2 Factors Affecting Small and Medium Enterprises in East Africa
According to Mponji (2010),  small and medium enterprises are characterized by  small size and they shy away from formal modes of financing due to the following reasons; high cost of credit, documentation and procedures required for accessing formal finance are lengthy and cumbersome, long processing time, collateral requirements, most of the SMEs are not registered i.e. working in informal sector and therefore would need to enter into formal economy and consequently face regulations, disclosures would attract taxes and the burden imposed by inefficient tax authority, disclosure of information cause the firm to loose confidentiality vis-à-vis its competitors, perception that banks will start interfering in the internal affairs of the firm and lack of information on benefits of corporate governance
3.1.3 Carpentry and Factors Affecting its Performances in Tanzania
According to Beyadi (2009), the forest sector has been inefficient in harvesting and processing products because of inadequate participation of the private sector, obsolete technology, low capital, narrow products range and markets as well as poor infrastructure and local carpentry industry in Tanzania is operating in a very difficult environment, which is characterized by stiff competition due to the increased importation of attractive and non durable furniture. Forest industry development had been weak because of limited knowledge and information on markets and it was therefore difficult to market forest products.

Traditionally, the forest industry in Tanzania has been dominated by sawmilling, and to a lesser degree, fibre board, chipboard and joinery and furniture and such products had mostly relied on few fine hardwood and plantations species and the products from most industries especially carpentry have exhibited low quality as a result of obsolete and inappropriate technology for processing.  The carpentry industry that employs a fairly large number of the rural population is equally facing limited technology for high quality products and was facing a lot of challenges which were threatening the survival of the industry (ibid).  

According to Maleko (2005), access to grid electricity is the main constraints affecting the micro-enterprises including carpentry activities in Tanzania.  Also carpentry industry faces a number of taxes and levies imposed on timber which finally make local furniture very expensive and beyond the reach of ordinary Tanzanians. This is attributed by the policies and acts (forest, local authority, and village) which govern the operation of carpentry industry and which in one way or the other imposes taxes or levies on timber. There is a need for the government to review several policies and acts which will make the carpentry industry sustainable (Beyadi, 2009).  Local carpentry industry also operates with inadequate capital base, poor skills and technology which lead to production of relatively low quantity and quality of products.   This should contribute to the carpenters in the country to form strong and sound cooperative societies so as to access loans from the commercial banks (ibid.).

Saw dust is a resource which can be converted and become furniture provided that the right technology is available in the country. But lack of modern technology, poor technical skills, lack of space for industries and lack of entrepreneurship education are among the factors which curtail the efforts of hard working carpenters. It is right time for industry to embark on the use of modern technology which can control the rate of deforestation, which is taking place because of exportation of raw timbers and waste of saw dust which is not actually a waste. The initiative should be supported by the government to give preferential treatment to locally made furniture (ibid.).  

3.1.4 General Constraints Facing the SMEs in Tanzania
According to Small and Medium Enterprises Development Policy (2002), SMEs are confronted with unique problems including heavy costs of compliance resulting from their size, insufficient working premises, limited access to finance and business Development Services, namely services related to entrepreneurship, business training, marketing, technology development and information are underdeveloped and not readily available. Again, SME operators lack information as well as appreciation for such services and can hardly afford to pay for the services due:- to low skills, absence of umbrella association for SMEs, the institutions and associations supporting SMEs are weak, fragmented and uncoordinated partly due to lack of clear guidance and policy for the development of the sector (ibid).  

3.2 Empirical Literature
Micro enterprises are an integral element of the informal sector in most developing countries. In some cases, these enterprises are initially informal but gradually become formal businesses, thereby providing the foundation of modern private companies (Mkandawire, 1999; Cook and Nixon, 2005 quoted by Smeaton. et al., 2011).  In the poorest developing countries, on average, almost two thirds of workers are employed in enterprises with less than 5 employees (Cull et al., 2004 quoted by Smeaton et al., 2011).
Micro enterprises can contribute to pro-poor economic growth by means of:- Employment creation and income generation, Rural-Urban migration and remittances to the rural economy, Income diversification, Small enterprises as a seedbed for modernization, and linkages with other businesses which either provides supplies or purchase from the enterprise to make other products or services (Smeaton et al., 2011).  
Micro-business is defined as a business with fewer than five employees (Ward, 2011).  
Women tend to shy away from owning manufacturing based enterprises (Bird 1989 and ICEG et al., 1999 quoted by Matanda, 2007).  Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) have been described as the engine of many economies in the developing world and are crucial in sustaining economies worldwide.   

On average, SMEs represent over 90% of enterprises and account for 50-60% of employment at a national level (Fox, 2005 quoted by Painter-Morland (​http:​/​​/​www.ajobe.org​/​searchresult.asp?search=&author=Mollie+Painter%2DMorland&journal=Y&but_search=Search&entries=10&pg=1&s=0" \t "_blank​) and Dobie (​http:​/​​/​www.ajobe.org​/​searchresult.asp?search=&author=Kris+Dobie&journal=Y&but_search=Search&entries=10&pg=1&s=0" \t "_blank​), 2010) E.g. Kenya's Economic Recovery Strategy is based on the assumption that 88% of new jobs would be created by SMEs (Tarus et al., 2007 quoted by Painter-Morland (​http:​/​​/​www.ajobe.org​/​searchresult.asp?search=&author=Mollie+Painter%2DMorland&journal=Y&but_search=Search&entries=10&pg=1&s=0" \t "_blank​) and Dobie (​http:​/​​/​www.ajobe.org​/​searchresult.asp?search=&author=Kris+Dobie&journal=Y&but_search=Search&entries=10&pg=1&s=0" \t "_blank​), 2010).  Generally in the communities SMEs contributes significantly in job creation, opportunities, and stimulates growth in areas where there would otherwise not be much economic activity. They provide markets for local products, and bring products and services to areas without easy access to these. These relationships will be sustainable only if the business is sustainable (Painter-Morland (​http:​/​​/​www.ajobe.org​/​searchresult.asp?search=&author=Mollie+Painter%2DMorland&journal=Y&but_search=Search&entries=10&pg=1&s=0" \t "_blank​) and Dobie (​http:​/​​/​www.ajobe.org​/​searchresult.asp?search=&author=Kris+Dobie&journal=Y&but_search=Search&entries=10&pg=1&s=0" \t "_blank​), 2010).

 In Tanzania the micro-enterprises are characterized by very low productivity and lack of capital accumulation, most are self-employed and located at home due to lack of designated work premises and not linked to modern sector (larger enterprise) because of people’s ignorance of regulations. This means that they do not go through business formalities (which the state imposes) such as registration, keeping accounts and even paying taxes (Maleko, 2005).  According to Rongo (2005), many Tanzanians are working in the informal sector without any guarantee of occupational health and safety. Rongo et al. (2002) showed that workers in small Scale Industries (SSI), such as garages, woodwork and carpentry and metalwork, reported ergonomics-related injuries and illnesses ranging from eye strain and headaches, musculoskeletal ailments such as chronic backache, neck and shoulder pain. No ergonomics guidelines are known for small-scale enterprises in the informal sector in Tanzania, as this sector operates outside the legislative framework.  Again working in small scale wood industry in Tanzania is associated with an increase prevalence of respiratory symptoms (ibid.)

It is important for a business to demonstrate that it is professionally run in order to 
access credit and gain the confidence of its diverse stakeholders. Again financiers will view a business more favorably if it has a track record of having systems and controls (Ndagu and Obuobi, 2010).  Any business should establish the foundations of sound management and governance systems that are accountability, proper decision-making process, fairness and equity, and transparency. Also good management and governance systems need to abide by basic standards that are business control structure, budgeting and cash management, management accounts, and annual audit.  Without accurate accounts, strong internal controls, and financial planning, it is almost impossible for business owners and managers to carry out their responsibilities effectively and efficiently (ibid.)
3.3 Policy Reviews
There are policies which provide guidance and directives for the development initiatives.  There are policies which are general and others are specific to some sectors.  This section discusses which policies are in place to support the community development especially the micro-enterprises development.

3.3.1 Tanzania Development Vision 2025
A vision for development is an articulation for a desirable future condition or situation which a nation envisages to attain and the plausible course of action to be taken for its achievement.  A national vision therefore seeks to actively mobilize the people and other resources towards the achievement of goals. A shared vision arouses people’s aspirations and creates the spark that lifts the nation out of mundane.  In the process, it instills the courage and determination to rise to challenges at individual, community and national levels.  A vision is a vehicle of hope and an inspiration for motivating the people to search and work harder for the betterment of their livelihood and for posterity (URT, 1999). The Tanzania Development Vision 2025 provides that Tanzanians will have graduated from a least developed country to a middle income country by the year 2025 with a high level of human development. The people are urged to mobilize and effectively utilize domestic resources (natural, financial and human) to build adaptive capacity for promoting economic activities that enjoy comparative and competitive advantages with a view to minimize the impact of external economic shift and shock.  The vision will be realized through improving public service delivery by ensuring that public servants are accountable to the people, and allowing a greater role for local actors to own and drive the process of their development since local people know their problems best and better placed to judge what they need, what is possible to achieve and how it can effectively be achieved (ibid.).  
3.3.2 Other Policies Developed to Support Informal Sector in Tanzania
Community Development Policy (URT, 2006) aims to enable Tanzanians to bring their own development by working to improve production so that they may have increased income to enable communities to build a better life through self-reliance and the use of locally available resources. The policy also provides Tanzanian to join together in groups and increase their commitment to self development. It also places special emphasis on poverty eradication by encouraging groups or cooperative productive activities among other initiatives. 

The national employment Policy of Tanzania (URT, 1997) emphasizes that the informal sector has the capacity to employ 62.5% of the yearly increase of labor force in urban areas and clarifies that Tanzania has many varieties of natural resources though many people still seek wage employment as they are unable to employ themselves. That situation is attributed by long and cumbersome procedures for loans, lack of investible and working capital, lack of basic infrastructures in work places like roads, water and supply of electricity, little experience in technical know-how and in managing projects commercially, lack of inborn norms for self employment, inability to use endowed personal faculties to use the available wealth in competitive markets (ibid).  Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) development policy of Tanzania highlight that all over SMEs in the world are known to play a major role in social economy Development and in the case of Tanzania, they contribute significantly to employment creation, income generation and stimulation of growth in both urban and rural areas. Since Tanzania is endowed with abundant natural resources, the creation of enabling business environment will facilitate exploitation of these resources through SMEs (URT, 2002).   The National Micro Finance Policy (URT, 2000) covers the provision of financial services to small and micro enterprises in rural areas as well as in the urban sector that are engaged in all types of legal economic activities. 

Tanzania Forestry Policy enhances the contribution of the forest sector to the sustainable development of Tanzania and the conservation and management of her natural resources for the benefit of present and future generations.  It again encourages community and private sector involvement in forest management through village land forest reserves, individual, group and community forests (URT, 1998).














This section covers the implementation of activities of the project. It explains project products and outputs, project planning process, implementation plan, the inputs used for the project, human resources and budget for the project, actual implementation and project implementation report.  It is worth to point out that a total of TZS.500, 000.00 was used to execute the project activities.
4.1 Products and Outputs
The products of project include; training modules that were developed to build the business skills of the carpentry groups’ members, awareness on the Mpanda Town Master Plan which indicate areas allocated for small industries activities including carpentry, knowledge on how the carpentry groups can apply for land plots. Again a coordination mechanism was established on how the community development, natural resources and town planning unit should work and complement each other for the betterment of the community they serve.

Twenty carpenters representing 9 groups were trained on business management including the financial records keeping and reporting.  A case study was presented to cement the knowledge of business management especially financial reports.  Again group formation skills were imparted to the participants for them to strengthen their groups and sustain their activities.  Again groups were informed on how to use the available land in rural areas to establish the tree plantations which may be alternatively used for collaterals and to contribute to forestry management initiatives by the district authority.

4.2 Project Planning
The planning involved all stakeholders and right from the planning to the implementation.   The project involved coordination meeting between stakeholders and developing training proposal which dealt with specification and clarity of aspects among stakeholders.  The interfaces were considered and friendly contacts were maintained throughout.  Time scale including date to execute the project was discussed and agreed with different stakeholders.  Discussion extended to external stakeholders especially suppliers who were contacted in advance and confirmed their ability to deliver services.  Resource was another important aspect taken on board during planning.  Requirements in terms of materials (e.g. stationeries), facilitators and venue were seriously considered during project planning.  This involved an agreement with Mpanda Town Council officials on their commitment to participate fully in the project. The logical frame work Approach was used as a planning tool as indicated on Table 4.1.


Table 4.1: Logical Frame Work 
PROJECT SUMMARY 	Objectively Verifiable Indicators 	Means or source of verification 	Important Assumptions 
GOAL: To contribute to the capacity building for income generating groups in Tanzania	Raised contribution of carpentry groups in Mpanda town economic development	Mpanda Town council strategic planning reportsCommunity Development reports on groups developments	
PURPOSE: Improve the business skills of  carpentry groups in Mpanda Town	1. 50% of the of carpentry groups (i.e. 15 groups) meet criteria for loan from MFIs by December 20122. 80% of the carpentry groups included in the included in community development department’s action plan of the year 20123. At least 50% of Carpentry groups with land plots in the located specific area for their activities by December 2012	1.Carpentry groups profiles2.MFIs data base of funded groups3.Community Development Action Plans4.Area located for small industries occupied industries including carpentry activities well known	1. Microfinance institutions will regain trust with carpentry groups2. Town master plan will favor carpentry 3. Procedures to apply for land plots will followed easily by the groups
OUTPUTS: 1. 30 carpenters trained on business management skills2. Recognized carpentry groups by the Mpanda Town Council Community Development Department3. Informed carpentry groups on Mpanda Town Planning and on how to apply for land plots for their activities4. Carpentry groups provided loans with the micro-finance institutions	1. Carpentry groups capable to prepare financial expenditure and income reports2. Increased number of Carpentry groups registered by community Development Department of Mpanda Town Council.3. Increased under number of carpentry groups provided with loan by the financial institutions4. Well managed carpentry groups	1. Maintained book with financial and business records by the carpentry groups2. Carpentry groups Data base at the community development department3. List of groups allocated with land plots by the Town Planning department  	1. Facilitators will be well understood by the participants2. Participants will pick the training as an opportunity for their economic development 













Table 4.2: Schedule for the Implementation of Project Activities
Objective	Task	Responsible	Due Date	Completed
To establish the coordination mechanisms between different district authority departments for carpentry development in Mpanda town.	1. Hold coordination meetings with the stakeholders and agreed on training topics1.1.  Problems facing carpentry at Mpanda TownTown planning vision in terms of land use.1.3 Contribution of carpentry groups to Mpanda Town Council economy1.4. Timber harvesting regulation policy and regulation1.5 Group formation procedure and regulation, groups registration at district level1.6. Financial reports and preparation procedure, financial records keeping and management, important books for financial  in groups,1.7. Microfinance policy and criteria set by financial institution for a group to be eligible for a loan.	MCED student,MTC POPLODistrict Forest OfficerCDOFinancial OfficerNMB Loan Officer	01.06.2011	02.06.2011
To train 30 people representing 10 carpentry groups at Mpanda Town on business skills by June 2011.	1. Develop training proposal – type, printing	MCED student	20.04.2011	
	2. Develop Budget and rise funds	MCED Student	25.04.2011	03.06.2011
	3. Purchase of stationeries	MCED student	30.05.2011	04.06.2011
	4. Get and contract supplier for refreshment		31.05.2011	
	6.  Request for venue of the training	MTC CDO	02.06.2011	03.06.2011
	7. Write and distribute invitation letter to participants	MTC CDO	02.06.2011	03.06.2011
	8. Develop training time Table	Researcher	02.06.2011	03.06.2011
	9. Conduct /Facilitate training	MCED Student, Forest officer, CDO, MTC PO, MTC TPLO,NMB Loan officer	08.06.2011	08.06.2011
Source: Mudima, 2011
4.2.2 Inputs
For the training project, inputs were grouped into physical materials and soft skills.

4.2.2.1 Tangible Inputs or Physical Materials
This category included the following; 
a) Stationeries (i.e. Flip charts, Note books, Pens, marker pens, Handouts, Receipt books, Invoice books, Groups Development Manuals, photocopy papers)
b) Food supply and refreshments:  During training food and refreshments had to be supplied to participants.  This inputs are important in ensuring participants remain at the venue throughout the training

4.2.2.2 Intangible Inputs
This category includes the following;
4.2.2.2.1 Skills
Training imparts skills to the employees. A carpenter needs skills to operate machines, and needs skills to keep financial records and prepare financial reports. This is basic skills without which the carpenter performs but it become difficult to evaluate their contribution to the economy.
4.2.2.2.2 Education
The purpose of education is to teach theoretical concepts and develop a sense of reasoning and judgment. The majority of the carpenters their level of education is standard seven, they needed more on job training at least to acquire a level of education that may enable them and their carpentry workshop managers make appropriate judgment. Hence facilitators had this input.

4.2.2.2.3 Development
Another component of training is development which is less skill – oriented but stress on knowledge. Knowledge about business environment, management principles and techniques, human relations, specific industry analysis and the like is useful for better management and improvement of the carpentry. The training helped carpenters to be a self-starter, built sense of commitment, motivation, which intended to help them being self generating. It should make their performance result oriented and help them in being more efficient and effective. It should also help in making the carpenters sensitive towards the environment for their own benefit and the community at large. The training will help carpenters’ groups understand the powers in their hands and thereby develop leadership styles which inspire and motivate others. One of the impacts of this training will be enable the district authority realizes the importance of carpentry activities and their contribution to the economic development initiatives of Mpanda town council and Mpanda district as well.

4.2.2.2.4 Ethics
There is a need for imparting greater ethical orientation to a training and development programme. There is no denial of the fact that ethics are largely ignored in businesses. If the production indulge in unethical practices the fault rest on the carpentry management. Carpentry activities run in between residential houses around the clock is harassment; hence all the carpenters in the group need to be reminded on ethical behavior.
 4.2.2.2.5 Attitudinal Changes
Attitude represents feelings and beliefs an individual has towards others. Attitudes affect motivation, satisfaction and job commitment. Negative attitudes needs to be converted into positive attitudes. Changing negative attitudes is sometimes difficult because of:-
- Carpenters may sustain the experienced mode of practices
- Their expectations may not be met 
- Package needed to change attitudes may not be sufficient. 
Attitude must be changed so that the carpenter feels committed to the groups and give better performance. 

4.2.2.2.6 Decision Making and Problem Solving Skills
Decision making and problem solving skill focus on methods and techniques for making groups decision and solve work related problems. Learning related to decision making and problem solving skills sought to improve carpenters’ abilities to define and structure problems, collect and analysis information and generate alternatives. The carpenters will be empowered to analysis their business and make decisions about their business.

4.2.3 Staffing Pattern
The project has been implemented in collaboration with different stakeholders and personnel with different professionals and experiences;
4.2.3.1 REDESO Management
Provided the overall guidance and consultative role during project planning and management. 
4.2.3.2 Entrepreneurship Trainer
This staff required to impart skills on business management and financial information management for the groups.  Coverage included all aspects related to book keeping, financial reports preparations, Income and Expenditure Statements.  A trainer enlighten the group on the importance of proper financial records’ keeping and reports writing to groups and district authority.   

4.2.3.3 Community Development Staff
Staff will take participants through the departmental roles and responsibilities for youth groups and other group’s development.  Will also empower the groups on the importance groups, procedures needed for group’s registration and recognition in the district, group constitution development and available opportunities for groups.

4.2.3.3 District Forestry Officer
Staff explained his roles to the carpentry groups, the regulations governing the use of natural resources products, how the groups can get timber harvesting permit, legal implication of using illegal accessed. Participants will have opportunity to learn on how carpentry groups can participate on sustainable forestry management in the district.
4.2.3.4 Loan officer - National Microfinance Bank Branch in Mpanda Town
A trainer was knowledgeable with microfinance principles and loan application procedures.  A trainer will explain group’s potential and reliability for loans products available to support their economic activities.  Participants will be informed on the criteria set for a group to qualify for a loan and explain groups’ weaknesses that need to be rectified in order to qualify for loan product available at National Micro-finance Bank.
4.2.3.5 Urban Planning Staff
The explanations covered the town development plans, areas allocated for small industries including carpentry groups, the benefit of special land allocated for groups, impacts of the current practices to the town planning strategies and overall Mpanda town image, the role of land unit to solve the current problem of lack of premises for carpentry activities.
4.2.3.6 Planning Officer – Mpanda Town Council
A staff from Mpanda Town Council Planning Department will inform the participants on what contribution of carpentry groups Mpanda Town economy is expected from carpentry groups. How the carpentry groups’ activities and plan are incorporated into the Mpanda Town Council strategic plans.  The carpentry groups used to get technical advices from Mpanda District Forestry Unit, but since the inauguration of Mpanda Town Council, the carpentry groups have been transferred to Mpanda Town Council administration of which lack the forestry department / staff to date.  How the carpentry groups will be supported 
4.2.4 Project Budget
The Table 4.3 indicates activities or requirement, quantities and costs involved for the project.
4.3 Project Implementation
The implementation involved the preparation of infrastructures, coordination with stakeholders and actual training

Table 4.3: Budget - Project and Other Community Need Assessment Activities
S/N	Description	Unit	Qty	Price/UnitTZS.	Total AmountTZS.
Community Needs Assessment
1	Stationeries (Paper, printing, photocopying)	Lump sum		60,000.00	60,000.00
2	Supervision: Questionnaire forms distribution and collection for analysis	Person	1	65, 000.00	65,000.00
3	Transport Costs	Lump sum	1	80,000.00	80,000.00















12	Tea / egg/other confectioneries		35	2000.00	70,000.00






Source: Mudima, 2011. 

4.3.1 Preparation of the Infrastructures
 Fund raising was done whereby a researcher raised funds to fund training.  This was followed by the meeting between researcher and staff in Mpanda Town Council’s community Development department. Due to budget constraints, it was agreed to train 30 carpenters representing 10 carpentry groups.   
Communication system was discussed and agreed the invitation letters to be sent out by the community development department.  This approach intended to continue with relationship already existed between the community development department and the groups instead of initiating a new system. Other needs including stationeries, refreshments and venue were identified and purchased.  It was resolved that flip charts and marker pens be used during facilitation and request for a hall be sent to Mpanda district council.  A request for hall was sent out by Mpanda Town Community Development Department and was honored by Mpanda District.  Supplier for refreshments and lunch was identified and given contract to provide service to participants during training.

4.3.2 Coordination with the Stakeholders Involved in the Training
 Various meetings between researcher and other stakeholders were organized and conducted to discuss the proposal and the modality of implementation.  A meeting with Mpanda Town Council Community Development department was held followed by the meetings with forestry department, national microfinance bank loan officer, Mpanda district forestry officer and Mpanda district council planning department.  Another joint meeting between government departments to agree on the modality to conduct training and areas of interest for the benefit of beneficiaries was conducted.   
A total of 35 carpentry group members representing 10 carpentry groups were invited to attend one day training.  Different topics to be covered were discussed and agreed on the model of facilitation and facilitators.  Mpanda Town Director was invited as the guest of honor to inaugurate the training.

4.3.3 Actual Training
Twenty participants turned up to the training and five training facilitators facilitated the training.  The areas covered include; problem facing carpentry groups; financial records keeping and management, financial reports and preparation procedure, important books as tools for financial management in groups, group formation procedure and regulation, groups registration at district level, microfinance policy and criteria set by financial institution for a group to be eligible for a loan, town planning vision in terms of land use and  expected contribution of carpentry groups to Mpanda Town Council economy.  

4.3.4 Final Verification of New Skills
A simple and abstract of case study was rolled out and participants were required to prepare income and expenditure reports for the estimated period.  This practice intended to help participants to think of their situation and the way to prepare financial reports that are used for self-evaluation and normally are assessed by the financial institutions.
4.3.5 Monitor the Training Solution
A training team spent some period of time monitoring how the group representatives applied the skills and the financial reports prepared.  Some areas with problems were identified and more explanations and guidance were given.   A training team discussed with the participants on the modalities to monitor the implementation of the skill during their daily activities.
4.4 Project Implementation Report
4.4.1 Introduction
Training of carpenters was conducted at Mpanda Town in the Mpanda District Council Hall. Twenty carpenters representing nine carpentry groups benefited from this training which officially was opened by Mpanda Town Director.  The training addressed problems identified by the community that hinder its economic development.  The coverage of training focused on group formation, entrepreneurship, timber harvesting and forest management, criteria set by national microfinance bank to access loan, town planning vision and how carpentry groups to cooperate, bookkeeping and financial reports preparation.  It was one day training whose budget was TZS.500, 000.00.  

4.4.2 Training Venue and Participants’ Attendance
Training was conducted at Mpanda District Council conferral hall located in Water Department premises in Mpanda town.  Thirty carpentry groups were identified by their group members to attend the training of which invitation letters were sent to them to attend the training.  Twenty carpentry groups’ members attended the training.

4.4.3 Official Opening of the Training
The training was officially opened by Mpanda Town Director that was represented Mpanda Town Community Development Officer.  He thanked the organization of the training and mentioned that, carpenter groups are doing a lot in Mpanda town council hence need to be supported.  The participants were urged to participate fully for their own benefit and were advised to ask as many questions as possible to clarify any long outstanding issue.

4.4.4 Project Background
Carpentry groups are part of Mpanda town residents.  This community is contributing significantly to the development of Mpanda town though its contribution is not recognized and recorded properly.   The community identified problems affecting their economic development efforts including lack of capital, lack of working premises, insufficient timber supply, expensive timber and accidents.  Again, the carpentry groups mentioned that they do not practice book keeping and do not prepare income and expenditure reports of their daily activities.  Hence it is difficult for the financial institutions to assess the performance of the carpentry groups to decide on their eligibility for loans.  

Groups identified the accessible loans as one of the solutions for their problems.  Groups were informed that the financial institutions are ready to provide loans and there policy towards that end, but the problem is that groups did not meet criteria.  The group requested to be trained on how to prepare income and expenditure reports. The total budget of the training was TZS. 500,500.00. the whole amount was raised by the researcher from his own sources of funds.  This is due to the reality that host organization had no window to accommodate that activity for that period scheduled for the project and Community Development department had no fund for such activity.
4.4.5 Facilitation of the Training
The training had five facilitators as follow; Researcher was the training coordinator highlighted the main problems facing carpentry groups in Mpanda Town as gathered during Community Needs Assessment exercise and covered national microfinance policy governing loans provision to individuals and groups; Mpanda Town Planning Officer that facilitated the contribution of carpentry groups to the successful implementation of town planning; Mpanda Town council forester that facilitated forest harvesting procedure and contribution of carpentry group to forestry development in Mpanda district.  Two community development officers – one facilitated group formation and entrepreneurship and another one facilitated bookkeeping and preparation of financial reports; 
4.4.6 Topics, Overall Coverage and Duration of Training
Groups members were reminded by the researcher the problems facing the carpentry as per community needs assessment conducted within the carpentry groups community, the main problems faced the groups are; The majority of carpentry groups are not registered, many groups do not access loans, majority of groups lack working premises, faced insufficient supply of good quality timber because good timbers were transported to other places outside of Mpanda and remained timbers do not meet the demand and are very expensive. 

 Another problem is that 61.0% of the carpentry groups experienced 1-10 incidents of accidents at their work.  This was attributed by carpenters not putting on working and protective gears hence were exposed to diseases and accidents.  Again, carpenters were informed that they keep heaps of wastes at their working places and are used as recreational places by children on the street.  This practice exposes children to diseases.  Participants were informed that the training was designed to provide solutions to the mentioned problems.  
 
Regarding the carpentry groups contribution to Town Planning, the participants were informed on the town plan and were requested to cooperate.  The town planning officers informed the carpentry groups that according to the Town Master Plan there is land identified for small industries including carpentry activities.  He highlighted that the land is vacant and there is no even single application for the plot on that area.
Carpentry groups were advised to extend their application in order to be allocated land and have permanent premises.    It was elaborated that the current practices whereby carpenter groups decide on their own and install benches to run their activities is illegal and in the very near future, each activity will be directed to the allocated area for the particular function.  

The participants were informed that the current practice overburden infrastructure and pump high volume of waste that block the drainage system. The participants were advised as groups to request land plots from land department for their activities and were informed on National Microfinance Bank Policy governing loan to individual or groups. Participants were taken through conditions or criteria set by the bank for someone or a group to qualify for a loan from a bank.  The conditions include:- someone age should 18 year or above, the business should have existed for one year or more, should have collateral and immovable property is more preferable, some should present records and reports that indicate the dynamics of the business and assessment if the business is profitable or not.  With these detail therefore, carpentry groups were advised to get land plots and process certificate of occupancy which can be used as collateral, should prepare financial reports for their businesses and should have a clear records indicating when the group started activities.  With those developments, carpentry groups can access loan from national Microfinance Bank.

On the forest harvesting and the contribution of carpentry groups to the forestry development in Mpanda district, the participants were taken through the importance of forestry in the country economy. The town council forest officer informed the participants on the high rate of deforestation in the district attributed by agriculture activities, pasture for livestock, human settlement development, mining activities and wild fire burning.  Hence carpenters were advised to improve their skill and technology to reduce the wastage of timbers and demand of timber to reduced pressure on natural forests in the district. Participants were informed the procedures to follow in case somebody or a group wants to harvest timber.  


Plate 4.1: Training coordinator presenting problems listed by the carpentry group
Source: Mudima, 2011

The procedure as per directives provided by 2007 forest regulations include; request for license to harvest forest products, registration certificate, TIN number, timber transport permit and payment of loyalties.  The cost varies depending on the value of timber a group or an individual is harvesting.  For the sustainability of the carpentry activities, carpentry groups were advised to establish their own tree plantations for future supply of timber as the natural resources are facing high pressure.  Again the forest plantations may be used as collateral when requesting for a loan from any financial institution.

Participants were trained on group formation and dynamics.  Coverage included group formation whereby participants were educated on what does group means by practice.  Characteristics of group were mentioned which include; have motivated members who are ready to work in a team environment, trust each other, responsible and are development oriented; has constitution and regulations, keep financial and other records , has elected leadership, and a groups has to be registered.  Participants were advised to evaluate their groups and see qualify to be groups or not and do necessary measure to correct the situation.  

Entrepreneurship was another important aspect covered.  Participants were educated on the some entrepreneurship skills.  The coverage included what is entrepreneurship and who is entrepreneur and associated characteristics.  Participants were advised to become entrepreneurs to boost their economic status and run their activities as profitable businesses.  
Lastly they were taken through the income and expenditure preparation skills.  They
 received intensive explanations on how to keep financial records, tools required to keep financial records and the important of bookkeeping.


Plate 4.2: Participants facilitated on entrepreneurship skills
Source: Mudima, 2011
At the end a case study was presented and participants were divided into three groups to work on the case study and prepare income and expenditure report of Mr.Kanyua who is carpenter.  This was followed by plenary that indicated the good understanding of the topic.  During presentation participants managed to correct each other especially where one group overlooked some information. The training was accompanied by services of Refreshments and food which enabled one day and successful training. 
4.4.7 Challenges
 Low turn up compared to the agreed number of participants was experienced.  Groups were not represented by 3 members (chairman, secretary and accountant) due to unknown reasons.  Hence few carpenters were trained compared to the expected beneficieries.  Another challenge is that government officials requested facilitation allowances despite the fact that the project supplemented their efforts to support the community.  The project supposed to be implemented by the community development department of Mpanda Town council in collaboration with other departments.  This was done but still raised the request for facilitation allowances.  This practice should be reviewed and changed.  Staffs are paid salary to deliver services to the community. 

4.4.8 Training Evaluation
The evaluation indicated that100% of the participants appreciated, liked the contents and the training met their expectations.  Hundred percent of the participants indicated that bookkeeping and financial reports preparation were the best and interesting topic, but 10% were more interested on the bank loan policy, procedure and criteria for someone or a group to be eligible for a loan.  Hundred percent of the participants evaluated themselves that after the training will be able to prepare income and expenditure reports for their groups without any problem. Hundred percent evaluated that facilitators were well prepared and well understood. The environment of the training was good and was ranked well by 100% of the participants.  Lastly 100% of the participants’ commented that the training was good and requested more trainings of that nature to be organized regularly.

4.4.9 Conclusion
Twenty carpentry group members were trained on various aspects including how to access loans, how to form good group and what it entails, how to get timbers and the role of carpentry groups in forestry development, how carpenters become entrepreneur.  The training imparted skills on how to prepare income and expenditure reports which is one of criteria set by financial institutions. The total budget of the training was TZS.500, 500.00.  It is difficult for government officials to facilitate training unless they are paid. This is one of the main challenges in community service delivery and a policy has to be delivered towards that end.

4.5 Project Implementation Gantt Chart
The entire activities for this project started with the idea conception to project implementation and evaluation.  Gantt Chart approach is used to indicate various activities and time involved since the beginning of the community need assessment to project implementation.  


Table 4.4: Gantt Chart – CAN to Last Stage of Project Implementation
 	 Period	2010	2011
ID	Task Name	Sept.	Oct	Nov	Dec	Jan	Feb.	Mar	Apr	May	Jun
1	Literature and reports Review in district council and Town council departments	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
2	Develop concept paper and submit for approval	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
3	Carry out transect walk to view the set up of Mpanda town and community dynamics	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
4	Analyze findings and select the community to deal with	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
5	Formulate and print the questionnaire form and photocopying	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
6	Distribute questionnaire to the randomly selected carpentry groups	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
7	Carry out interview with government officials under different departments	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
8	Collect filled in questionnaire from carpentry groups	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
9	Data entry into computer – SPSS package	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
10	Carry out data analysis	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
11	Community Needs Assessment report writing	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
12	Defining Problem	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
13	Project (i.e. training) proposal Writing	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
14	Proposal Discussion and Approval	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
15	Discussion with training stakeholder	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
16	Organize venue for training	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	    	 
17	Get and contract food and refreshment supplier	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
18	Conduct Training	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 













PROJECT PARTICIPATORY MONITORING, EVALUATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

5.0 Introduction
This chapter addresses how the stakeholders were involved in monitoring and evaluating the project.  Again different measures employed to ensure the sustainability of the project elaborated.  The aspects covered in this section ensure the implementation of the project and measure the level of performance and gauge the achievement of the objective of the project.

5.1 Participatory Monitoring
Participatory monitoring is a process of people working together to learn, solve problems, and refine programs by gathering and using information.  It aims to make monitoring a useful process for all stakeholders — those interested in or affected by a program and helps stakeholders at every level define and measure success in their own terms by providing information about program progress that is accessible and meaningful.  This section covers monitoring information system, participatory monitoring methods employed and participatory monitoring plan for the project. 

5.1.1 Monitoring Information System
During training, the information system established to monitor the progress of the training included election of training chairperson who controlled the time Table.  
Participants were advised to channel their queries through the chairperson.  Again the trained participants especially their groups will be included in the list of operational groups that are recognized by Mpanda Town Council authority and the list will be used for regular visiting and inspection of daily activities.  Again, town planning unit advised the participants to forward group requests for land plots and the same list of the trained groups will be used to monitor the number of groups provided with land plots and to ensure all groups at Mpanda town are running their activities on the designated area.

5.1.2 Participatory Monitoring Methods Used to Engage Community in the Monitoring of the Project
Training involved different stakeholders that participated in the preparation and implementation. Different Mpanda Town Council departments were involved from planning stage to the implementation. The training itself was preceded by election of chairman by participants to monitor the training sessions and ensure all topics are covered.  This approach involved the carpentry community monitor the implementation of the arranged training. 

5.1.3 Participatory Monitoring Plan
Training was governed by the time Table which indicated aspect to be covered and the allocated time.  During training chairman of the training was selected to ensure the training is controlled by the targeted beneficiaries.  Again time keeper was selected among the participants to ensure the allocated time is utilized effectively and time Table is adhered to.  Training schedule that was shared with all participants and facilitators was used to ensure all topics are covered and for a given duration.  This enabled concentration and maintains focus by both participants and facilitators throughout the training.








The performance indicators include;
i)	Signed participant list of attendance:  This indicates how many people were trained on the theme covered by the project.  A total of 20 carpenters benefited from the training
ii)	Signed list of facilitators:  This indicates the number of facilitators imparted knowledge to the carpenters during the training

Table 5.1: Monitoring Plan of Project Activities
Objective	Activity to monitor	Indicator	Means of verification or source of information
To establish the coordination mechanisms between different district authority departments for carpentry development in Mpanda town.	Stake holders Meeting 	Different planning meetings conducted 	Minutes of the meetingAgreed schedule of activities
To train 30 people representing 10 carpentry groups at Mpanda Town on business skills by June 2011.	Establish project budget and raise funds for project activities	 At least TZS.501,000.00 and above raised by 30.05.2011 	Developed and discussed budget
	Preparation of training materials by facilitators	30 sets of handouts developed by 07.06.2011	List of agreed list of topicsDistribution list of topics to facilitators
	Request for venue	Training conducted in the agreed venue	Copy of letter to DED –Mpanda district Council requesting for venueLetter of acceptance to use venue 
	Write and distribute invitation letter to participants	10 invitation letters dispatched to 10 carpentry groups by 03.06.2011	List of jointly selected groupsSigned dispatch book indicating distributed letter and recipients 
	Purchase of stationeries	35 notebooks, 35 ball pens, 3 rims of photocopy papers and 3 rims of flip charts purchased by 07.06.2011	List of stationeries to purchaseReceipt of payment of stationeries
	 Develop and discuss training time Table	Agreed training schedule by 07.06.2011	Training schedule
	Conduct training	30 participants attended 0n3 day training on 08.06.2011 at the specified venue	-List of participants-Training schedule
	Training report writing		Training report
Source: Mudima, 2011.
iii)	Invitation letters (participants / facilitators): This indicates that participants were invited officially to attend the training (Appendix iii)
iv)	A letter for request for venue:  A letter to Mpanda District Director requesting for venue for the training indicate the performance of the project.
v)	Training materials developed and provided to the participants:  Each facilitator developed training materials that were presented to the participants (Appendix vi). 

5.2.2 Participatory Evaluation Methods




The evaluation indicated that100% of the participants appreciated, liked the contents and met the expectation of group members.  Hundred percent of the participants indicated that bookkeeping and financial reports preparation were the best and interesting topic, but 10% were more interested on the bank loan policy, procedure and criteria for someone 








The project was implemented in collaboration with the relevant Mpanda Town Council community development department, and land and natural resources department and urban planning unit.  It is the responsibility of the government to provide the service to its people; the training just supplemented those efforts. The departments involved will maintain the follow of the implementation of the recommendations.  Community development department recorded the groups trained to be included in the list of groups under the guidance of the department.   Mpanda Town Council master plan was introduced to the participants and informed the area allocated for small industries including the carpentry activities.  The commitment of the community development department to make follow up and ensure groups make proper documentation of finance and business records will sustain the impact of the training.

Table 5.2: Evaluation Plan
Objective	Aspect to evaluate	Indicator 	Means of verification
To establish the coordination mechanisms between different district authority departments for carpentry development in Mpanda town.	Attendance of stakeholdersImpacts of the stake holders Meeting	Stakeholders’ meeting conducted	Minutes of the meetingDeveloped list of items to be captured by the training
To train 30 people representing 10 carpentry groups at Mpanda Town on business skills by June 2011.	Training venue	Training conducted in earmarked hall	Letter of authorization to use venue
	Attendance	Number of carpenters attended training	List of participant
	Participation	Participants eager to know more on the covered topics	Rate of asking questions and level of interaction between facilitators and trainees
	Relevance of the topics	Topics as rated by the participants after the training	Evaluation sheet filled by the participants
Source: Mudima, 2011

Mpanda Town Council Town Planning unit had an opportunity to introduce the developed and approved Mater Plan of Mpanda Town. Again it was good opportunity for carpentry group to learn the area allocated for carpentry activities and the participants were informed on the procedure to apply for land plots on the allocated sites. 















This section concludes all chapters and gives recommendation for implementation and for issues to be considered in future. 

6.1 Conclusions
Entrepreneurship activities including carpentry have employed 45.01% of population of Mpanda town council.
  Two Mpanda Town council departments – Natural Resources and community development are responsible for the development of the carpentry groups in Mpanda Town Council. The coordination of these departments is not so effective to deliver and support the groups. It was observed that the carpentry workshops are scattered all over the town and are located along the streets.  

This mode of operand has contributed to create unconducive living environment to the residents of Mpanda town.  This trend was confirmed by the results that indicated that 57.1% of the groups indicated that lack of working promises is their main problem. Again the questionnaire revealed that 90.5% of the carpentry was not registered, 71.4% did not prepare income and expenditure statements.  The results also indicated that 100% of the carpentry groups indicated that lack of capital was the main problem. But the consultation with other stakeholders indicated that capital is not a problem, groups did not meet criteria set by Microfinancial financial institutions to access the loan product instead. Also deforestation rate was high compared to tree planting and the planted trees were subjected to destructive agents including fire.  Hence sustainable supply of timbers to carpenter in future is questionable. 

According to Small and Medium Enterprises Development Policy (2002), SMEs face problems including heavy costs of compliance, very low productivity and lack of capital accumulation; most are self-employed and located at home due to lack of designated work premises and not linked to modern sector (larger enterprise) because of people’s ignorance of regulations.  They shy away from formal modes of financing due to high cost of credit, documentation and procedures to access formal finance are lengthy and cumbersome, long processing time, collateral requirements and most of the SMEs are not registered (Mponji, 2010).  

Business development services like services related to entrepreneurship, business training, marketing, technology development and information are underdeveloped and not readily available. Again increased importation of attractive and non-durable furniture have caused stiff competition though Tanzania carpenter groups have exhibited low quality products attributed by obsolete, inappropriate and sometime lack of technology for processing. 

One day training on capacity building was organized in collaboration with Mpanda Town Council authorities especially community development department, natural resources and town planning to empower the carpentry group members on business management and how to access the loan to increase the capital for their activities.  Twenty group members representing 9 carpentry groups benefited from this training though the target of the project was to train 30 group members representing 10 carpentry groups.  The participatory approach was employed throughout the project cycle from planning to the implementation and evaluation.  The participants were involved in monitoring the implementation of the project and carried out the evaluation.  For the sustainability of the project, Mpanda Town Council community development department and other relevant department which are responsible for income generating groups’ development were key players from the design of the project to the implementation. 

6.2 Recommendations 
There are well developed policies developed to address various community problems, but responsible governments’ departments do not their work.  This type of performance hampers community economic development. Each department of the town or district councils in the country should work on the policy requirement for the betterment of the community.

Income generating groups are generalized in various literatures. At district level, reports and strategic plans should elaborate clearly the contribution of carpentry groups to the district’s economy and clear development strategies need to be elaborated.

The questionnaire, observation and focus group discussion are the research methods which contributed significantly to the success of the study. But community members purposely did not provide proper information on some aspect to avoid exposing their strength.  This limited the analysis and attributed to limited conclusions.  The community members are advised to give the right information whenever contacted or provided with the questionnaire for their own benefit. 

It is important that carpentry groups be allocated with specific area for their operation instead of the current practice whereby carpentry workshops are scattered all over the town.  Town Planning units should keep informing the carpentry groups on the availability of land plots on the allocated areas for the groups to carry out activities as per Mpanda town Master Plan. 

Carpentry groups are the main users of the forestry products, forestry department need to come up with modality and encourage the carpentry groups to participate on forestry management initiatives for the sustainability of their activities. Land and natural resources department under Mpanda Town council should implement the youth development policy  by ensuring land is available, plots for various activities are identified and easily provided to those who need to undertake projects, for this case the carpentry groups.  
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Appendix i:  Questionnaire for Carpentry Groups





2	Kiwanda kimesajiliwa na halmashauri ya wilaya  au	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
	mamlaka yanayohusika							
										





4.2	Mhasibu au Mtunza hazina			Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										





5.2	Elimu ya sekondari (Kidato cha I hadi IV)		Me	 		Ke	 
										
5.3	Elimu ya sekondari (Kidato cha V hadi VI)		Me	 		Ke	 
										
6	Wafanyakazi wamepata Mafunzo ya ufundi stadi sehemu mbalimbali			
6.1	Wamepata mafunzo chuo cha VETA		Me	 		Ke	 
										
6.2	Mafunzo chuo cha maendeleo ya wananchi		Me	 		Ke	 
										
6.3	Mafunzo kwenye viwanda vya useremala		Me	 		Ke	 
										
										
7	Kiwanda kilishapata msaada wowote wa fedha kutoka uongozi wa wilaya au shirika lolote
		Ndiyo	 		Hapana		 			
										
8	Kiwanda kilishaomba mkopo kwenye taasisi yoyote ya fedha?				
						Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
9	Kiwanda kilishapata mkopo kutoka taasisi yoyote ya fedha?				
						Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
10	Kiwanda kina taarifa za mapato na matumizi?	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11	Matatizo mbalimbali yanayokabili kiwanda					
11.1	Ukosefu wa mbao za kutosha ni tatizo		Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.2	Ukosefu wa mbao bora ni tatizo			Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.3	Ukosefu wa mtaji ni tatizo			Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.4	Ukosefu wa eneo la kufanyia kazi ni tatizo		Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.5	Bei kubwa ya mbao ni tatizo			Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.6	Kodi kubwa inatozwa na mamlaka ya mapato	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.7	Gharama za uendeshaji ni kubwa mno		Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.8	Ukosefu wa utaalamu wa kuzalisha bidhaa bora	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.9	Mbao zilizo nzuri kupelekwa miji mikubwa nje ya Mpanda	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.10.	Wafanyakazi wakipata ujuzi wanaondoka		Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.11.	Ukosefu wa vifaa bora na vya kisasa vya kufanyia kazi	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
11.12.	Soko la huhakika la bidhaa zinazodhalishwa ni tatizo	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										










12.1	Kiwanda kinahudumia wateja kutoka Mpanda mjini tu	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
12.2	Kiwanda kinahudumia wateja kutoka Mpanda na vijijini	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
12.3	Kiwanda kinahudumia wateja kutoka Mpanda na mikoa mingine				
						Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
12.4	Wateja walio wengi ni wa kutoka Mpanda Mjini	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
12.5	Wateja walio wengi ni wa kutoka mpanda Vijijini	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
12.6	Wateja walio wengi ni wakutoka miji mingine na mikoa mingine				
						Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
12.1	Kiwanda kinazalisha bidhaa hata kama wateja hawajaleta maombi ya kufanyiwa kazi	
						Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
12.2	Kiwanda kinazalisha bidhaa kulingana na maombi ya wateja				
						Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
13	Mazingira ya kazi kwa wafanyakazi 						
13.1	Wastani wa ajali zinazotokea kwa wafanyakazi kwa mwaka				
										
	a) Kati ya ajali 1 - 3 kwa mwaka		 					
										
	b) kati ya ajali  4 - 6 kwa mwaka		 					
										
	c) Kati ya ajali  7 - 9 kwa mwaka	 					
										
	d) Zaidi ya ajali 10 kwa mwaka 		 					
										
	e) Hakuna ajali inayotokea		 					
										
13.2	Wafanyakazi wanavaa vifaa vya kuwakinga kuvuta hewa chafu wakati wote			
						Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
13.3	Wafanyakazi wanalipiwa bima ya afya hospitali	Ndiyo	 		Hapana	 
										
										


































			Refugee hosting areas rehabilitation project.	UNHCR/COMMUNITY
			Gender based Violence (GBV) project.	UNHCR
			Selective firewood harvesting and distribution to EVIs	UNHCR






			Saving and credit scheme	CAFOD
			Gardening	REDESO/COMMUNITY/CONCERN/WFP














Appendix iii: Invitation Letter for Participants









YAH: Mwaliko wa kushiriki kwenye mafunzo ya biashara na uanzishaji  wa vikundi.
Ndugu mwenyekiti, halmashauri ya mji kwa kushirikiana na wadau wengine inaanda mafunzo ya biashara na uendeshaji wa vikundi vya useremala kwa muda wa siku moja.
Mafunzo haya yanalenga kujengea uwezo vikundi na kuviwezesha kushiriki katika fursa mbalimbali zilizopo za maendeleo ikiwa ni pamoja na kupata mikopo inayotolewa na taasisi za fedha.
Kwa mwaliko huu, kikundi kinaombwa kuwakilishwa watu watutu wenye majukumu yafuatayo; mwenyekiti, katibu na mweka hazina au mtunza fedha wa kikundi ili kushiriki katika majunzo haya.
Mafunzo haya yatafanyika tarehe 08.06.2011.katika ukumbi wa Halmashauri ya 
Wilaya ya Mpanda ulioko Mpanda mjini katika eneo la ofisi za Idara ya Maji kuanzia saa 9.00 asubuhi.
Mafunzo haya ni ya muhimu katika maendeleo ya kiuchumi ya kirundi chenu na  wilaya kwa ujumla, hivyo mnaombwa usikose fursa hii pekee.
Mnaombwa kuzingatie muda ili kufanikisha mafunzo haya,
Ndimi




Appendix iv: Training Schedule (Activities)

MAHALI: UKUMBI WA IDARA YA MAJI, MPANDA MJINI
MUDA	SHUGHULI	MUHUSIKA
2:00 – 2:30	Kuwasili na kujiandikisha	Washiriki wote
2:30 – 3:00	Kufungua kikao	Mgeni rasmi
3:00 – 3:30	Matatizo makubwa yanayokabili vikundi vya useremala – Mpanda Mjini	Mratibu wa mafunzo
3:30 – 4:00	Mchango wa vikundi katika kutekeleza mipango mji	Afisa Mpango Mji
4:00 – 4:30	Mapunziko /Chai	
4:30 – 5:00	Sera ya Benki kuhusu utoaji mikopo kwa vikundi	Afisa Mikopo – NMB Mpanda
5:00 – 5:30	Uvunaji misitu na mchango wa vikundi katika kuendeleza misitu	Afisa msitu Mpanda
5:30 – 6:00	Uundaji wa vikundi	Afisa Maendeleo ya Jamii
6:00 – 6:30	Ujasiriamali 	Afisa maendeleo ya Jamii
6:30 – 7:00	Utunzaji wa kumbukumbu na mahesabu ya fedha	Afisa Maendeleo ya jamii
7:00 –8:00	Chakula	Wote
8:00 – 9:00	Uandikaji wa taarifa za fedha	TCDO
9:00 – 9:30	Tadhimini ya mafunzo	Wote




















Appendix v: Training Evaluation Form
TATHMINI YA MAFUNZO YA VIKUNDI VYA USEREMALA MPANDA MJINI
08.06.2011









3. Mafunzo yamekidhi matarajio yangu:  Ndiyo	;   Hapana   


4. Kipengele hiki cha mafunzo nimekifurahia zaidi:

a. Mchango wa vikundi katika kutekeleza mipango ya mji
b. Sera ya benki kuhusu utoaji wa mikopo kwa vikundi
c. Uvunaji wa misitu na mchango wa vikundi katika kuendeleza misitu
d. Utunzaji wa kumbukumbu na mahesabu ya fedha
e. Uandikaji wa taarifa za fedha

5. Mafunzo ya kipengele hiki yatasaidia kikundi chetu :

a. Mchango wa vikundi katika kutekeleza mipango ya mji
b. Sera ya benki kuhusu utoaji wa mikopo kwa vikundi
c. Uvunaji wa misitu na mchango wa vikundi katika kuendeleza misitu
d. Utunzaji wa kumbukumbu na mahesabu ya fedha
e. Uandikaji wa taarifa za fedha

6.  Kutokana na mafunzo haya kikundi kitaweza kuweka hesabu na taarifa za fedha bila matatizo; Ndiyo                  ;         Hapana 


7.  Wawezeshaji wameeleweka vizuri; Ndiyo                 ;          Hapana 

8. Ratiba na muda wa mafunzo imefuatwa kama ilivyopangwa; 
Ndiyo               ;       Hapana 


9.  Mazingira ya mafunzo yalikuwa ya kuridhisha; Ndiyo              ;       Hapana 





Appendix vi: Training Mannual Prepared by Facilitators
MAFUNZO YA WANAVIKUNDI WA USEREMALA




UKUMBI WA IDARA YA MAJI MPANDA MJINI


A. MATATIZO YANAYOVIKABILI VIKUNDI VYA USEREMALA KATIKA HALMASHAURI YA MJI WA MPANDA
(Kama ilivyobainika wakati wa utafiti)

1.	Vikundi vilivyovingi havijasajiliwa
2.	Vikundi vingi havikopesheki au vinakosa mtaji
3.	Vikundi havina mahali pa kufanyia kazi
4.	Kupata mbao nzuri ni tatizo
i.	Mbao nzuri zinasafirishwa nje ya Mpanda – 100%
ii.	Mbao zinazobaki hazitoshelezi mahitaji – 100%
iii.	Mbao zilizopo zina bei kubwa
5.	 61.9% ya vikundi wamesema wanapata ajali
6.	Mafundi seremala walio wengi hawajikingi afya zao au miili yao




B. MCHANGO WA VIKUNDI KATIKA KUTEKELEZA MIPANGO MJI 
KAMA KIKUNDI AU MTU YEYOTE ANATAKA KUBADILI MATUMIZI YA ARDHI
1. Tuma maombi kwa ofisa mipango miji
2.	Uwekaji wa bango la kusudio la maombi
3.	Maoni ya pingamizi / kubadili matumizi ya ardhi
4.	Maoni kukubali / pingamizi kuingizwa kwenye vikao
5.	Muhtasari kupelekwa kwa waziri kusainiwa

MADHARA YA KUTOFUATA SHERIA ZA MIPANGO MIJI 
1.	Kuharibika kwa maeneo husika
2.	Kuelemewa kwa miundo mbinu au kuziba kwa mitalo kutokana na uchafu
3.	Kuwepo na matumizi yasiyowiana katika eneo moja
UJENZI / MAENDELEO YASIO NA KIBALI
1.	Uharibifu wa viwanja
2.	Ubadilishaji wa matumizi bila kufuata sheria




2.	Kuomba idara ya ardhi  maeneo yaliyopangwa kwa shughuli hizo

TAARIFA KWA VIKUNDI
1.	Kulingana na mipango miji Mpanda mjini, kuna eneo lililotengwa kwa ajili ya viwanda vidogovidogo.
2.	Maeneo hayo bado yapo wazi na hakuna mtu aliyekwisha omba

C. UVUNAJI WA MAZAO YA MISITU NA UENDELEZAJI WA MISITU
UTANGULIZI 
Nchini Tanzania misitu inakadiriwa kuwa na eneo lenye ukubwa wa hekta milioni 38.8 kati ya eneo hili serikali imetenga na kuhifadhi kisheria hekta milioni 13 katika sehemu mbalimbali nchini, miongoni mwake hekta milioni 9.7 ni hifadhai ya vyanzo vya maji na hifadhi asilia.  Eneo lililobaki la hekta milioni  25.8 ni  misitu iliyo katika maeneo yasiyohifadhiwa .  Kwa mujibu wa sheria ya misitu namba 14 (2002) hairuhusiwi kuvuna miti katika misitu ya hifadhi ya vyanzo vya maji na hifadhi sheria.  Wilaya ya Mpanda  ina jumla ya hekta millioni 2, 801,168.6 za misitu ya hifadhi (forest reserve) ambayo uvunaji wa miti unaruhusiwa (Production forests).  Hata hivyo eneo lenye ukubwa wa hekta 2,496,767.9 ndilo linalovunwa 
Misitu inayovunwa hapa wilayani ni kama inavyooonekana kwenye jedwali lifuatalo;

MISITU YA HIFADHI WILAYANI MPANDA
Na	JINA LA MSITU	ENEO (Hekta)	 
 	 	JUMLA	LINALOVUNWA
1	Mpanda North East	504,286	452, 214.50
2	Msaginya Forest Reserve	85,560	76,689.90
3	Ugalla River Forest Reserve	428,835	384,616
4	Inyonga Forest Reserve	590,616.50	520,761.42










UMUHIMU WA RASILIMALI YA MISITU NCHINI
1.	Misitu ina umuhimu mkubwa katika swala la uhifadhi wa mazingira na afya ya jamii.  Misitu inaweza kutoa mazao mengi kama mbao, nguzo na mazao mengine kama gundi, matunda na madawa Aidha shughuli mbalimbali zinazofanywa na binadamu katika maeneo ya misitu uchangia kuondoa umasikini miongoni mwa jamii ya watanzania. Misitu pia ni chanzo muhimu cha nishati itumikayo majumbani kwa kuwa 90% ya nishati ya kupikia hutokana na kuni na mkaa.
2.	Aidha misitu ni muhimu katika kupunguza kiasi cha hewa ukaa CO2 angani Makazi ya wanyama pori pia utumika kama maeneo ya kuabudia na matambiko (sacred places) kwa baadhi ya makabila

SHUGHULI ZA UENDELEZAJI MISITU
1.	Pamoja na rasilimali ya misitu nchini kuwa na umuhimu mkubwa baadhi ya misitu inaendelea kuvamiwa na kuhadhibiwa kutokana na shughuli za kilimo, malisho ya Mifugo, makazi ya watu, uchimbaji wa madini na uchomaji wa moto.
2.	Pia mahitaji ya mazao mengine ya misitu ni makubwa na yanaongezeka kwa kasi.    Ongezeko hilo linatokana na kupanuka kwa shughuli za kimaendeleo kama upanuzi wa maeneo ya makazi mijini na ujenzi wa miundo mbinu katika maeneo ya mijini na vijijini. Hali hizi zinasababisha kuongezeka kwa joto la dunia ambapo kwa mujibu wa tafiti na taarifa mbalimbali, joto limeongezeka kwa karibu nyuzi joto 0.74C takribani miaka 100 iliyopita. Hali hii imepelekea kutokea kwa mabadiliko ya tabia nchi kama vile kuongezeka kwa kina cha maji ya bahari, kuyeyuka kwa theruji katika mlima Kilimanjaro, mafuriko na ukame wa mara kwa mara
3.	Hivyo basi kwa kuzingatia sera ya ya taifa ya misitu (1998) yafaa jamii ya watanzania ishirikishwe kuendeleza misitu hapa nchini kwa makubaliano ya usimamiz kwa vikundi vyenye hati ya matumizi (PFM)
4.	Pia sera ya taifa ya misitu inaelekeza uanzishaji wa hifadhi ya misitu ya vijiji (VLFRs) itakayosimamiwa na serikali ya vijiji.
5.	Lengo kuu la baadaye ni kuhamasisha shughuli zote za misitu kwa sekta binafsi, serikali za vijiji Taasisi zisizo za kiserikali na watu binafsi;
i)	Katika kuhakikisha kunakuwepo usimamizi endelevu wa rasilimali ya misitu nchini kwa manufaa ya kizazi cha sasa na vizazi vijavyo, idara ya misitu na nyuki inajukumu la kutoa miongozo mbalimbali ya usimamizi wa uvunaji wa mazao  ya misitu. 
ii)	Mwongozo wa uvunaji na biashara ya mazao ya misitu uliotolewa mwaka 2007 unafafanua taratibu za kufuata katika kuendeleza uvunaji, usafirishaji na kufanya biashara ya mazao ya misitu.  Masharti ya jumla katika uvunaji na biashara ya mazao ya misitu ni pamoja na kuwa na leseni ya kuvunia misitu, hati ya usajili, utambulisho wa mlipa kodi (TIN), hati ya kusafirishia na kulipa ushuru wa serikali.
iii)	Hata hivyo, afisa misitu (W) anaweza kutoa leseni kwa wavunaji wa mazao yasiyokuwa ya biashara isiyozidi mita 3 za ujazo za mbao kwa ajili ya ujenzi.  Mwongozo huo unaelekeza wazi kuwa uvunaji na biashara ya mazao ya misitu unasimamiwa na kamati za wilaya za usimamizi wa uvunaji wa misitu ambao katika muundo wake, mkuu wa wilaya ndiye mwenyekiti wa kamati hiyo, mkurugenzi mtendaji (W) ni katibu wa kamati hiyo na wajumbe wengine wakiwemo mhandisi wa maji (W), afisa misitu (W), Afisa maliasili (W) na watendaji na wenyeviti wa vijiji vinavyopakana na misitu ambayo uvunaji unafanyika
iv)	Aidha serikali imeanzisha programu na mipango mbalimbali ili kukabiliana na tatizo la uharibifu wa misitu kama HASHI, HADO, PAMIRU n.k

D1. MADA: UUNDAJI WA VIKUNDI
MAANA YA KIKUNDI:  Maana yake ni wanakikundi walioamua kwa hiari yao kujiunga kwa pamoja kwa lengo la kuunganisha nguvu zao katika uzalishaji  ili kuinua hali yao – Kiuchumi, kijamii na ustawi wa jamii  kwa ujumla.  (IDADI: watu 5 au zaidi) 

SIFA ZA KIKUNDI
1. Kikundi chenye wanakikundi wenye ari na moyo wa kufanya kazi za uzalishaji wa pamoja, wanaoaminiana, wawajibikaji, wapenda maendeleo ya shughuli zao
Kina kanuni na masharti ya kuendesha shughuli zao 
3. Kina utaratibu wa kuhifadhi kumbukumbu
4.Kina uongozi uliochaguliwa na wanakikundi
5. Kimesajiriwa kisheria

FAIDA ZA KUJIUNGA KATIKA VIKUNDI
1.	Kujiwekea akiba ndogondogo
2.	Ni rahisi kupata mkopo
3.	Kupanua na kuboresha shughuli zao
4. Wanakikundi wana uwezo wa kudhaminiana

AINA YA SHUGHULI ZA KIKUNDI 
1.	Mwezeshaji atawauliza wahsiriki, je ni shughuli zipi zinatekelezwa na kikundi
2.	Je ni mazao yapi yanazalishwa na kikundi;

D2. MADA: UJASILIAMALI
1.DHANA: UJASILIAMALI / MJASILIAMALI
Mtu anayethubutu kuwekeza mali zake katika shughuli za kijamii / kiuchumi bila kujali / kujua kwa uhakika atapata nini lakini kwa matarajio ya kupata manufaa (faida).
2.MSINGI wa UJASILIAMALI
     a.Masoko
     b.Uwekezaji
     c.  Raslimali watu
     d. Uzalishaji
     e. Namna ya kufanya kazi na banki na taasisi za fedha

3. CHIMBUKO LA UJASILIAMALI
Zipo aina 3 za uchumi ambazo dunia imepitia:
1.UCHUMI WA KIJAMII
      Umilikaji wa maeneo makubwa ya ardhi   yenye rutuba
2. UCHUMI WA VIWANDA
•	Mapinduzi ya viwanda
•	Mahitaji ya mitaji vikubwa
•	Kipindi hiki ni cha mwanzo wa ujasiliamali

3. UCHUMI UNAOTEGEMEA TEKNOLOGIA YA MAWASILIANO
Matumizi ya mtandao wa mawasiliano katika kipindi cha mawasiliano
Kanuni za ujasiliamali zinatumika kwa asilimia kubwa

4.	SIFA ZA UJASILIAMALI
 - Uwezo wa kuthubutu
 - Hakati tamaa
 - Anatunza kumbukumbu
 - Anaona fursa
 - Anapenda kujituma

5. MAMBO MUHIMU YA KUFIKIRI UNAPOANZA AU KUBORESHA BIASHARA
 - Nini?












b)	Mkopo wa muda mfupi
c)	 KARADHA: Mikopo ya mali kwa mali kwa kulipa kwanza 40% na 60% lipa pole pole
3.	RUZUKU: Kupata ruzuku kutoka serikalini kwa kuchangia 20%, 10% au 5% inategemea na aina ya mradi
4.	Faida: Faida au baki inayotokana na biashara.

7. PROFILE (TASWIRA)
Mahitaji saba ya kuzingatia katika uendeshaji wa miradi
HITAJI 1: ARDHI NA MAJENGO
HITAJI 2: SAMANI NA MASHINE
Mahitaji hapo juu kiuhasibu ni mali za kudumu (Fixed Assets)
HITAJI 3: GHARAMA ZA ZIADA
Gharama zisizo za uzalishaji i.e. umeme, maji, simu, takataka, usalama, egesho
-	Tunahitaji kufikiria tunapata wapi fedha za uendeshaji au gharama za uendeshaji.   
-	Gharama hizi ni za kuangalia sana, kwa sababu upate pesa au usipate zipo palepale.
HITAJI 4:  Wafanyakazi wasio wa uzalishaji bidhaa / wahudumu / vibarua
Hitaji namba 3 na 4 kwa pamoja huitwa gharama za uendeshaji (operating costs / expenses or fixed cost) gharama za kiuchumi.

MTAJI HALISI (NET WORKING CAPITAL)
Fedha hizo ndizo zinanunulia malighafi au kununulia bidhaa za kuuza

HITAJI 5





Utangazaji na ukuzaji wa biashara na masoko (Advertizing and market promotion)

8. Kuandaa mtiririko wa Fedha (Cash flow).

D3. UTUNZAJI WA KUMBUKUMBU
Utunzaji wa kumbukumbu utamwezesha mjasiliamali  mfanyabiashara kutunza matukio yote ya kila siku anayoyafanya katika biashara yake kama vile mauzo, manunuzi, na gharama zozote alizotumia katika biashara yake kila siku, kwa wiki, kwa mwezi na mwaka.

FAIDA YA KUTUNZA KUMBUKUMBU
•	Kujua mtiririko wa fedha na kubaini faida au hasara
•	Utajua wadeni au wadeni wako
•	Kupunguza mtafaruku na wateja wako kuhusu bei, ubora na tarehe za kumpatia mtu mali yake  na wewe kupata malipo na kutunza wateja
Mfano:  Bwana Kanyau aliomba kusaidiwa kutayarisha kitabu cha mapato na matumizi ili kuona mtiririko wa fedha ya biashara yake ya useremala mtaa wa Mpanda Asilian na hatimaye aweze kuona kama biashara yake ina faida au hasara katika uendeshaji wake kwa mwezi Januari 2009.

Mapato na matumizi yalikuwa kama ifuatavyo; 
i.	Tarehe 01.01.2009:Alikuwa na Tshs. 280,000.00
ii.	Tarehe 05.01.2009:Alinunua mbao 40 @ Tshs.6000
iii.	Tarehe 05.01.2009: Alikodi kwama kubemba mbao 40@200/= kupeleka katika kiwanda chake
iv.	Tarehe 06.01.2009: Alilipa gharama ya kuranda mbao 40@ 200/=
v.	Tarehe 08.01.2009: Alinnunua gundi, misumari na msasa kwa Tsh.37,200. pia aliuza meza 2 @ Tsh.35,00
vi.	Tarehe 15.01.2009: Alilipa ushuru wa taka Tshs.10,000.00
vii.	Tarehe 25.01.2009: aliuza madawati 25 @ Tshs. 40,000.00  katika shule ya secondari Kashaulili
viii.	Tarehe 26.01.2009:Alilipa posho vibarua 5 @ Tshs.10,000.00
ix.	Tarehe 30.01.2009: Alijilipa mshahara wa Tshs.150,000.00
x.	Tarehe 30.01.2009: Alilipa gharama ya upangaji Tshs.30,000.00
xi.	Tarehe 30.01.2009: Alinunua mavazi ya familia Tshs. 120,000.00
xii.	Tarehe 31.01.2009: Aliuza stuli 10 @ Tshs.6000.00
xiii.	Tarehe 31.01.2009: Alinunua mbao 50 @ Tshs.7000.00
xiv.	Tarehe 31.01.2009: Alilipwa deni Tshs.150,000.00
xv.	Tarehe 31.01.2009: Alilipa kodi ya mapato Tshs.105,000, umeme Tshs.20,000, maji Tshs.15,000.00
KITABU CHA MAPATO NA MATUMIZI CHA BWANA KANYAU
Tarehe	Maelezo	Fedha Ingia (Tshs)	Fedha Toka (Tsh)	Salio Anzia /Ishia (Tshs)
01.01.2009	Salio anzia	 	 	280,000.00
05.01.2009	Nunua mbao 40 @Tshs.6000	 	240000.000	40,000.00
05.01.2009	kubemba mbao 40@200/= 	 	8000.00	32,000.00
06.01.2009	kuranda mbao 40@ 200/=	 	8000.00	24000.00
08.01.2009	pia aliuza meza 2 @ Tsh.35,00	70000.00	 	94,000.00
08.01.2009	Alinnunua gundi, misumari na msasa . 	 	37,200.00	66,800.00
15.01.2009	ushuru wa taka 	 	10,000.00	56,800.00
25.01.2009	 Uza madawati 25 @ Tshs. 40,000.00	1,000,000.00	 	1,056,800.00








Tarehe	Maelezo	Fedha Ingia (Tshs)	Fedha Toka (Tsh)	Salio Anzia /Ishia (Tshs)
30.01.2009	Mshahara wa mwezi	 	150,000.00	856,800.00
30.01.2009	Gharama ya upangaji	 	30,000.00	826,800.00
30.01.2009	Ununuzi wa  mavazi ya familia	 	120,000.00	706,800.00
31.01.2009	Kuuza stuli 10 @ Tshs.6000.00	60,000.00	 	766,800.00
31.01.2009	Kununua mbao 50 @ Tshs.7000.00	 	350,000.00	416,800.00
31.01.2009	Kulipwa deni Tshs.150,000.00	150,000.00	 	566,800.00
31.01.2009	Kulipa  kodi ya mapato Tshs.105,000, umeme Tshs.20,000, maji Tshs.15,000.00	 	140,000.00	426,800.00
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